
W
ith Harley-Davidson
and Indian
Motorcycle as anchor
exhibitors for the 

V-twin market, as this edition of
AMD Magazine went to press,
more than 95 percent of available
booth space was sold with five
weeks to go, and the expectations
for a record V-twin market dealer
and consumer attendance was
growing.
The timing of AIMExpo means that
both Indian (seven weeks) and Harley
(three weeks) will have a brand-new
opportunity and timing cycle to give
their 2018 new models an expo
environment public debut almost
straight after their launches – this is the
first time that either OE has had such
an opportunity, and no doubt a major
factor in their decisions to embrace the
combined “European style” trade ad
public attendance show profile that
AIMExpo has brought to the U.S.
powersports industry.
The 2018 Indians were on show at the
Sturgis Rally, but despite some key
dealer and embargoed press sneak
peaks of parts of the 2018 line-up at
Sturgis, the much anticipated new

Harley models (on which so much
depends for the Motor Company) were
only getting their dealer-unveil at their
Los Angeles dealer convention at the
end of August.
While it remains to be seen what
decisions show owner MIC Events
(Motorcycle Industry Council) makes
for the long-term after the existing plan
to move on to Las Vegas in 2018,
there’s no doubt that the ‘critical mass’

effect that will, in all likelihood, be seen
at Columbus, could have a dramatic
effect on the long-term shape of the
market’s show cycle.
MIC Events Senior Vice President and
powersports industry trade show
veteran Mike Webster and former MIC
Chairman and Cycle World publisher
Larry Little have both pointed to the
location that Columbus brings to the
prospects for the show. 
In May, Webster told AMD that “some

41 percent of powersports dealers and
50 percent of the U.S. population reside
within 500 miles of AIMExpo Presented
by Nationwide’s new location in the
City of Columbus.” 
He went on to predict that “the ease of
access to this central location offers all
potential attendees - consumer and
trade, V-twin, ‘metric’ and the broader
powersports industry - the opportunity
for a one-stop expo opportunity to
engage with all its customers like never
before. The game has changed!”
Headlined by the Championship of the
Americas (COTA), the sole AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike Building
Official Affiliate design and
engineering competition for the
domestic U.S. market, its ‘Made in
America’ parts and accessory
showcase, and its “Custom Culture”
initiatives (see also Comment, page
four), AIMExpo has pulled out all the
stops to deliver on the vision of “a
show that is broad enough to represent
the whole industry, and deep enough
to satisfy each sector of the industry,”
as Bob Kay, Custom Culture Director for
MIC Events, put it when we spoke with
him as he was headed to Sturgis on his
antique Springer front end 1979 FX!
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“A more conceptually open approach to
motorcycle customization” – exactly!

T
he quote is from Bob Kay who, in his role as the “Custom Culture”
Director for the MIC, is hosting a series of round table and panel
discussions at some of the new generation of custom shows in the
United States – specifically it is from a report that Kay prepared

recently, following a round table and panel discussion at the Revival Cycles’
Handbuilt Show at Austin, Texas, in April.
The quote goes on to say: “Celebrating diversity in contemporary expression, combining
form and function with multiple style cues. ‘Custom Culture’ expands the traditional
view of V-twin custom trends to include multiple brand and engine configurations for
new interpretations.”
The purpose of the paper he wrote was, if possible, to offer up a definition of what
exactly “Custom Culture” is in the changing landscape of new generation entrants to
custom bike building and the dramatic changes we have seen in the bikes being
customized.
The purpose of the round table and panel discussions that
Bob has been hosting is to give the “New Gen” a forum in
which they can share their views with likeminded souls, and
have those views heard by the wider custom motorcycle
community of which they are now an important part.
As initiatives go, it is incredibly important, and the prospects
that it represents for feeding near market intel into an
industry event such as AIMExpo and an industry association
such as the MIC, is fundamental to helping the “New Gen”
shape their own businesses as their initial youth customer base ages, and fundamental
for the wider custom industry to understand who their next chrome mirror, cam or custom
bike sale may be coming from.

When the AMD World Championship program started to morph away from the
orthodox roots that had birthed it, in particular when the meaning of what was

at the time the first “Freestyle Class” concept became apparent, the inappropriate nature
of custom show orthodoxy in the ‘noughties’ was laid bare for all to see as the force of
design and engineering conservatism that it was.
The “Freestyle” concept provided an evolutionary platform for the emergence of board
trackers and ‘Retro’ in general, and as it took hold across the show scene, the stage was
set for evolution to become revolution with the proliferation of platforms being
customized. The downturn burned away the previous assumptions of what a custom
bike could and should be, and laid down bare fertile new soil for the assumption,
preconception and structure-free market that Millennials now embrace.
They may well be a “lost generation” as far as the cash registers of the established
custom parts and accessory market is concerned, but the incredibly good news about
the revolution is that personal expression through the form and function of customized
motorcycles (and therefore the future of the concept itself) has been rescued and moved
on for generations of post-Boomer consumers to embrace and enjoy.
Without the evolution (some would say destruction) of the old orthodoxies, there never
could have been a new and relevant shape to the market.
In my dialogs with Bob Kay, one big topic has been the emergence of a legally enshrined
“Right to Modify” in Europe, and the absence of any such legal entitlement in the United

States. Bob told me recently that the panel discussion opportunities have started to
“give the emerging young American builders and other influential players in the
American custom scene an opportunity for the participants” and that “the quality of
the discussions and the sincerity of their intentions bear a remarkable resemblance to
where the Boomer driven market itself got started.”

T his year Bob was asked to give a presentation to the MIC’s Aftermarket committee
about “what I had learned from these meetings, my research on the evolving custom

bike scene and its influence on the overall motorcycle market.” The custom scene is alive,
and with the likes of Garage Brewed, Mama Tried, Hand Built, The One, Born Free and
others, it has a structure and a voice. 
“Yes, it has evolved. Entry into this scene is no longer limited to V-twin enthusiasts, and
it is more closely aligned with younger generation riders - Millennials and younger, who
are primed to grow into the largest demographic opportunity for motorcycling. These

proto-consumers value motorcycles for the experiences
they create and the adventures that contribute to their
lifestyle. 
“The bottom line is that the MIC recognizes the value this
demographic offers the future of our industry and the
importance of bringing customizers, racers and enthusiasts
together to protect our ‘Right to Modify’.
“AIMExpo represents a first for our industry – the first time
in the history of the American motorcycle market that our
industry trade show is being run by our industry trade

organization. The MIC is a non-profit, so for the first time the profits from show revenues
and other benefits created by show activity go directly to the support of our industry. 
“All motivations for show policy, whether location, presentation or content, are based
on what is best for our industry as opposed to some third party entity’s interests. 
“The Championship of the Americas is the center piece of the Custom Culture Pavilion,
and that concept fulfils a request from the industry for an area where traditional V-twin
and newer genre custom products can be showcased. At Orlando it quickly became one
of the show’s highest traffic areas. There will be many exciting exhibits surrounding the
Championship of the Americas, including an Artisan’s Row showcasing the talents of
industry craftsmen and women, and the Skidmark Garage Showcase will provide a place
for builders and enthusiasts to connect. 
“The platform diversity of the emerging reboot of the custom market is exemplified by
the fact that it is BMW who has stepped up to sponsor the Custom Culture Pavilion,
and the involvement of the OEs in customization is one of the many hallmarks that
differentiate the emerging market from the one that went before. Custom motorcycles
and the people who want to ride them really have gone from being the enemy of the
OE balance sheet to being its biggest driver.”

“Freestyle was an
evolutionary
platform”

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    
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Harley was in 6th spot in
market share terms in
Germany for the first half of
2017 (6.8%), selling 5,975
units there – down by some -
20% on the 7,488 units it sold
in Germany in the first six
months of 2016 for a 7.48%
market share. Its top sellers so
far this year are the XL 1200X
(673 units), Dyna Street Bob
(654 units) and the Breakout
(652 units).

Making their debut at
AIMExpo next month,
Blud Lubricants of
Skippack, Pa., is a
division of American
Synthol (Medina, Ohio) who will be
introducing its HawgBlud V-twin
formulated performance engine oil.

Bill Werner has been selected
as the 2017 AMA Motorcycle
Hall of Fame Legend. Werner-
built Harley-Davidson XR750s
have won more AMA Grand
National Championships and
more races than any other
machine, including those that
powered Hall of Famers Gary
Scott, Jay Springsteen and
Scott Parker to a total of 13
AMA Grand National
Championships. Werner has
garnered many honors over
the years, including AMA
Mechanic of the Year a
remarkable 13 times, and he
won the inaugural AMA Pro
Racing Award of Mechanical
Excellence in 1996. Werner
retired from Harley-Davidson
in 2004, but he continues to
stay active in professional
American Flat Track
competition as owner and
tuner of the Bill Werner Racing
team, which has pioneered the
development of the Kawasaki
EX650 in AMA Grand National
Championship competition. 

Norton has struck a 20-year
‘Design & Licence’ agreement with
Chinese manufacturer Zongshen
over a new 650cc twin jointly
engineered and developed by
Norton and Ricardo. The Euro 4
compliant engine will allow
Zongshen to “fast track” into larger
displacement production. Although
the value of the deal is to remain
private, the initial consideration
paid to Norton is described as
being in the “millions of dollars”
with an ongoing royalty on each
engine produced; last year
Zongshen produced around 4
million engines.

NEWS
BRIEFS

BOOTH#

2461

At the first of the two AFT Twins
presented by Vance & Hines
races at the Sturgis Rally, the
inaugural Buffalo Chip TT
presented by Indian Motorcycle
(Round 13, Sunday August 6),
the win was taken by Briar
Bauman (No. 14 Zanotti Racing
Kawasaki Ninja 650), who
secured his second victory of
the season after a dramatic race
in front of a huge crowd that
featured three red flags, an all
but certain winner who didn't
win, and a crasher who did. 
Title leader Jared Mees (No. 9
Indian Motorcycle Rogers
Racing Scout FTR750) finished a
strong second in sharp contrast
to chief rival Bryan Smith (No. 1
Indian Motorcycle Racing
backed by Allstate Scout
FTR750), who crashed in the
early-going and could only
salvage 12th place after
remounting.
Jake Johnson (No. 5 Harley-
Davidson Factory Flat Track
Team XG750R) came up big to
score the first podium finish of
the 2017 season for the works
Harley-Davidson outfit. That
success came much to the
delight of the raucous Harley-
Davidson fans who flooded the
Buffalo Chip Campgrounds.
The final spot in the top-five
went to winner Briar Bauman's
younger brother, Bronson
Bauman (No. 37 Bill Werner
Racing Kawasaki Ninja 650),
who equaled his career-best
finish.
Brad Baker came home sixth on
the third of the factory Indians;
Robert Pearson, Kenny Coolbeth
Jr and Danny Eslick came ninth,
11th and 13th respectively on
Harley XG750Rs.
Just 48 hours later at the
Harley-Davidson Black Hills
Half-Mile in Rapid City, S.D.,
(Round 14, August 8) Jared
Mees took another important
step towards the 2017 American
Flat Track championship with a
victorious performance (his 27th
career win) aboard the No. 9
Indian Motorcycle Rogers
Racing Scout FTR750 that saw
him rack up a crucial 45 points
over two fruitful days at the
77th Annual Sturgis Motorcycle
Rally, and saw the Indian
Wrecking Crew return to its
early-season dominance with

another podium sweep.
Mees’ teammates Bryan Smith
and Brad Baker (No. 1 and No. 6
Indian Motorcycle Racing
backed by Allstate Scout
FTR750s) came second and third
respectively.
Jeffrey Carver Jr. (No. 23
Carver’s BBQ Kawasaki Ninja
650) notched up his fourth Half-
Mile top-five of the season in
Rapid City finishing fourth, just
ahead of Sunday's TT standouts
Briar Bauman (No. 14 Zanotti
Racing Kawasaki Ninja 650) and
Henry Wiles (No. 17 DPC Racing
Kawasaki Ninja 650).
The factory Harley-Davidson
squad enjoyed a strong showing
in front of the partisan Sturgis
crowd at an event title
sponsored by Harley - Brandon
Robinson (No. 44 Harley-
Davidson Factory Flat Track
Team XG750R) came home with
an encouraging seventh, one
position better than teammate
Kenny Coolbeth (No. 2 Harley-
Davidson Factory Flat Track
Team XG750R).
The weekend before Sturgis, at
the Harley-Davidson Calistoga,
California Half-Mile (Round 11,
July 29), Mees had taken
another AFT presented by Vance
& Hines win for Indian, with
Sammy Halbert (No. 69 Estenson
Logistics Yamaha FZ-07) second
following his impressive X
Games gold medal performance
a couple of weeks before, and
Brad Baker (No. 6 Indian
Motorcycle Racing backed by
Allstate Scout FTR750) third,
with Bryan Smith (No. 1 Indian
Motorcycle Racing backed by

Allstate Scout FTR750) fourth. 
Lima Half-Mile winner Briar
Bauman (No. 14 Zanotti Racing
Kawasaki Ninja 650) was fifth;
Jeffrey Carver Jr. (No. 23
Carver’s BBQ Kawasaki Ninja
650) sixth.
Factory Harley-Davidson riders
Brandon Robinson (No. 44
Harley-Davidson Factory Flat
Track Team XG750R), Kenny
Coolbeth, Jr. (No. 2 Harley-
Davidson Factory Flat Track
Team XG750R), and Jake
Johnson (No. 5 Harley-Davidson
Factory Flat Track Team XG750R)
all qualified for the final,
finishing ninth, 12th and 15th,
respectively.
As this edition of AMD
Magazine went to press, the
series was headed back to
Illinois to complete a run of four
races in 15 days at the fabled
Peoria TT on Sunday (Round 14),
August 13. After another three-
week break battle will be
resumed at the second
Springfield, Illinois Mile of the
season (Round 15, September
3), followed a week later by the
Harley-Davidson Williams Grove
Half-Mile (Round 16, September
9) at Mechanicsburg, PA.
After the Indian Motorcycle
presented by Lone Star Half-
Mile at Fort Worth Texas (Round
17, September 23) the AFT Twins
presented by Vance & Hines
series will reach its crescendo at
the AFT Finals presented by
Indian Motorcycle at Perris,
southern California (inland from
Los Angeles), on October 7. 

www.americanflattrack.com

Kawasaki and Indian share
the honors at Sturgis

Jared Mees won (for the seventh time this year) at the Harley-Davidson
Black Hills Half-Mile at Rapid City during the Sturgis Rally. As the series was
headed back to Illinois after 13 of the 18 AFT Twins presented by Vance &
Hines series, he had established a 36 point lead over his Indian Wrecking
Crew teammates Bryan Smith, second, and Brad Baker, third
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Biker’s Choice issues 
sub-distribution policy statement
The issue of unauthorized
internet re-selling and the
damaging effect that this can
have on their and their dealers’
businesses has moved Biker’s
Choice parent company Tucker
Rocky to taking the
unprecedented step of issuing a
clear and unambiguous policy
statement on the subject.
The statement, issued by VP
Sales & Marketing Kenan Ikels,
concludes with a warning to
anybody found to be abusing
the terms of their account with
the company. 
“If we have reason to believe
an authorized Tucker
Rocky/Biker’s Choice dealer is
engaged in the sub-distribution
of the brands we represent, we
will consider this a violation of
our sub-distribution policy and
end our relationship with the
dealer in question by revoking
access to our product data
feeds, discontinuing shipments
to the dealer and closing the
dealer’s account.”
To protect their network of
dealers, Tucker Rocky/Biker’s
Choice has adopted a sub-
distribution policy that states
“no dealer shall sell, transfer
ownership or consign inventory
of the brands and products we
distribute to any person or
entity the dealer knows, or may
reasonably believe, has the
intention of reselling to an end
user through any third party

marketplaces.”
Ikels explains: “We believe the
powersports dealer channel is
vital to the growth and
expansion of this industry.
Powersports dealers are the
initial point of contact for the
vast majority of new consumers.
Protecting their ability to
engage new customers and
provide a positive brand
experience is a priority for
Tucker Rocky and Biker’s
Choice.”
He went on to say that “over
the past 50 years, Tucker Rocky
and Biker’s Choice have
developed the most profitable,
relevant portfolio of brands in

the powersports industry,
serving the Street, V-twin, Off-
Road, ATV/UTV and apparel
segments. We have made a
commitment to help dealers,
who have a vested interest in
the growth and the expansion
of powersports to grow and
expand their businesses.  
“To deliver on this commitment,
it is important for the brands
we distribute to move directly
through our authorized network
of dealers and retailers to the
end user, without additional
intervening parties. Tucker
Rocky and Biker’s Choice
believe that this method of
distribution enhances each
dealer’s ability to provide a
positive brand experience for
their customers and to grow
their sales and profitability.”
www.bikerschoice.com

Biker’s Choice & Tucker Rocky
VP Sales & Marketing Kenan

Ikels: “We have made a
commitment to help dealers.

To deliver on this commitment,
it is important for the brands

we distribute to move directly
through our authorized
network of dealers and

retailers to the end user” 

According to Reuters, it looks
like Harley is to be the
beneficiary of the Trump
administration’s
environmental Protection
Agency reboot. As part of a
deal last year in which it
agreed to pay a $12m civil
fine and stop selling “illegal”
aftermarket devices that
“cause its vehicles to emit too
much pollution”, Harley had
also agreed to spend around
$3m and enter into an
agreement with the American
Lung Association to retrofit or
replace wood-burning
appliances with cleaner
stoves! U.S. AG Jeff Sessions
has barred such settlement
clauses.

Indian land speed record legend
Burt Munro’s Great Nephew Lee
set a new land speed record of
186.681 mph (300.4 kmh) on the
1350cc “Spirit of Munro”
customized Scout in the MPS-G
(gas powered modified partial
streamlined) at the El Mirage Speed
Trials in Southern California, en
route to a weather dependent 50th
anniversary run to celebrate his
Great Uncle’s Bonneville derring-do
at the start of August.

Kudos to Seacoast Harley-
Davidson of North Hampton,
New Hampshire, for agreeing
to sponsor and host classes
for a local 24-week Certificate
in Motorcycle Maintenance
and Repair Technology course.

NEWS
BRIEFS
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Italian suspension specialist
to make AIMExpo debut
In collaboration with its U.S. distributor
Fast Bike Industries (Hendersonville,
NC.), noted Italian suspension
specialist Andreani Group is to make
its AIMExpo debut as part of its drive
to develop its American business.
"After the great interest in our
products in America, we decided to
take part in this worldwide event,
presenting, together with our
distributor Fast Bike Industries, our line
of suspension upgrade performance
kits and workshop suspension tuning
equipment dedicated to helping
dealers and motorcycle engineers
arrive at the best possible suspension
set-ups and handling for the bikes they
are working on,” owner and former
racer Giuseppe Andreani explained. 
“The goal is to further stimulate the
American market by showing that
although the Andreani brand is well
known in the pit lanes of the world’s
major race series, it is also one of the
top suppliers of suspension products
for street bike and off-road riders of all
kinds – including Harley riders.
“We put our 30 years of experience

into every one of our products, and
that includes our products for V-twin
and ‘Naked’ style motorcycle owners.”
Those products include the ‘Misano’
easy install replacement cartridge line
we wrote about in AMD Magazine last
month. Featuring 20mm pistons with
increased oil passages, “our ‘Misano’
fork cartridge kit substantially
upgrades the stock design. It has
adjustable compression, extension
and spring preload and a sophisticated
hydraulic system that is said to
guarantee excellent performance and

improved handling in sport, urban and
touring style riding.”
The ‘Misano’ is available for most
naked and custom bike applications
with 39 and 49mm forks, and many
Harley models, including the 2016 -
2017 Dyna Street  Bob/Fat
Bob/Superglide, Dyna Low Rider S and
Superglide, 1999 – 2004 Dyna
Switchback, 2011 – 2015 Dyna Wide
Glide, 2011 – 2017 Sportster 1200
Custom, 2010 - 2014 Iron 883, 2010
- 2015 Fortyeight 1200, Nightster
XL1200N, XLH Standard (883, 883R,
1200R) models and V-Rods, and the
2003 – 2012 Nightrod Special.
In addition to their suspension
upgrade kits, Andreani’s expertise has
produced a series of tools and
machines that facilitate the work of
suspension technicians, including the
company's flagship DB4 test bench
(“a dynamometer for suspensions”),
their advanced SP5 vacuum pump and
specialist equipment for tuning front
fork and shock absorber set-ups on
road and off-road motorcycles.
www.andreanigroup.com
www.fastbikeindustries.com

BOOTH#

1629

LeMans has announced February 10-
11 2018 as the date for its Drag
Specialties and Parts Unlimited Spring
Premier NVP Product Expo at the
Indiana Convention Center in
downtown Indianapolis – the venue
for many years for the now closed
Advanstar Dealer Expo.
Following a highly successful ‘Indy is
Back’ trial event earlier this year at the
Indiana Colts Lucas Oil Stadium just
down the road from the remodelled
convention center, “the expanded
format of the expo will see some 300
or more exhibitors taking advantage of
the 50 percent increase in show floor
space to show more of their newest
products and industry leading
brands.”

www.dragspecialties.com

“The move from the Lucas Oil Stadium to the remodelled Indiana
Convention Center allows for a 50 percent increase in show floor space
“Each day will begin with exclusive dealer product training directly from
industry professionals, and dealers are invited to our Meet & Greet/Bike
Show on the Saturday evening”

‘Indy is Back’ Part II

In Switzerland Harley sold 1,942
units in the first six months of 2017
for a 4th place in market share
terms.

Further proof (if any were
needed) that despite its
draconian emissions and other
motorcycle ownership and
riding regulations, not least
where custom style bikes are
concerned, Switzerland
continues to earn its
reputation for being
motorcycle and, specifically,
custom style bike friendly with
Indian way out-performing its
first half 2017 sales
performance in the much,
much larger German market
by selling 205 units for a 12th
place in market share terms. It
may help that Switzerland is
home to Polaris’ European
headquarters of course!

September sees the 20th
anniversary of Harley-Davidson’s
European Bike Week at Faak in
Austria, and with it the 15th
annual Custom Chrome Europe
International Bike Show Series
Ride-In at the Custom Chrome
Europe Village at the Arneitz
camping resort on Saturday
September 9th.

ChopperExchange, an
American V-twin motorcycle
buy/sell website says that it
has seen a 9% decrease in the
selling price for “average”
used American V-twins; a 1.2%
decrease in the asking price
for new American V-twins and
1.5 % decrease for used; a
15% difference between
initial asking price and
eventual selling price, and that
it takes an average of 66 days
for an “average” condition
American V-twin to sell on
their site. The site gathered its
data from some 100,000
listings in the past year.

Polaris has declared a regular
quarterly cash dividend
of $0.58 per share
payable on September
15, 2017 to
shareholders of record
at the close of business on
September 1, 2017.

In Australia, Harley sold 4,433
units in the first half of 2017
to score first place in on-
highway street bike share
terms, ahead of Honda and
Yamaha; their top seller was
the FXSB (711 units sold).
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Arch Motorcycles and Suter
Industries in co-op deal
Gard Hollinger and Keanu Reeves’
Hawthorn, California based Arch
Motorcycle Company, known for its
handmade KRGT 1 performance
cruiser, has been appointed by Swiss
race engineering company Suter
Industries as the exclusive North
American importer and distributor of
their internationally recognized and
track successful MMX 500, MMX 2
Moto2 race and other motorcycles.  
Arch has formed a separate division
within its company named Suter North
America, which will specialize
specifically in the sales, set-up and
technica l  support  of  Suter
Motorcycles. Graves Motorsports (Van
Nuys, California) remain the sole U.S.
importer of Suter clutches.
In parallel, Suter Industries has been
appointed by Arch Motorcycle as their
European importer and distributor –
Suter will take the lead in the process
of creating a Euro 4 compliant Arch
KRGT-1 motorcycles and leverage its

highly respected engineering
resources for Arch as they develop
future models and product.
Suter Industries is an engineering
company founded in 1996 by Eskil
Suter. Well respected within the race
industry, Suter won three consecutive
manufacturer championships in the
Moto2 class (2010, 2011 and 2012);
2012 also marked the first year a
young Marc Marquez won the Moto2
Championship for Suter.  In mid-2015,
Suter hit the headlines again with the
release of its “epic, two-stroke racing
marvel”, the MMX500. 
Suter CEO Maurizio Bäumle
comments: “We at Suter are pleased
and proud to have found an
enthusiastic partner in Arch
Motorcycle Company. Both our
companies share the same vision with
regard to technical perfection, but I
think it is our mutual passion for riding
that ultimately makes this a perfect
partnership.”  

Arch Motorcycle Company was co-
founded in 2012 by Gard Hollinger
and Keanu Reeves with the goal of
creating the “ultimate American
performance cruiser.”  Their inaugural
model, the KRGT-1, was released in
2015 and has sold all over the world.
Arch say they plan to launch additional
models to complement the KRGT-1
later this year. 
Arch co-founder/designer Gard
Hollinger said: “The undisputed
technical prowess Suter brings in
precision motorcycle manufacturing is
what really excites us about working
together.  We’re extremely excited
about the engineering resources that
Suter brings to the table, which really
are unparalleled and will be a great
asset to our Arch team as we continue
to develop some of the best
motorcycles in the world.” 
Fellow co-founder Keanu Reeves
continued: “It is a real honor for Arch
to have the unique opportunity to
bring the Suter MMX 500 and Moto2
motorcycles here to North America
and conversely, for Suter to be our Arch
representative over in Europe. Like
Arch, Suter makes motorcycles for
riders who appreciate an incredible
riding experience. Both of our
companies are committed to
excellence in everything we do. I’m
very excited about the potential for
what we can create together moving
forward.”

www.ArchMotorcycle.com
www.suter-industries.ch

Arch KRGT-1; Suter Motorcycles in Switzerland are the European importer for
the KRGT-1 and future Arch models, and will work with the Californian
builder on future engineering development and European emissions
compliance

Gard Hollinger, co-owner with
Keanu Reeves of Arch Motorcycles:
the undisputed technical prowess
Suter brings in precision motorcycle
manufacturing is what really excites
us about working together 

The Suter MMX 500 will be sold in the United States by Arch Motorcycles

www.AMDchampionship.com14 AMERICAN MOTORCYCLE DEALER - SEPTEMBER 2017

DX1, provider of what is described
as the only complete dealership
management platform in the
powersports industry, has
announced the availability of
integrated EMV chip card terminals
with MIC’s BankCard Program.
Offered only through DX1 and the
MIC, this is Verifone’s first EMV
hardware/software credit card
integration customized for
powersports dealers. 

Indian sold 382 units for a
19th place 0.43 percent
market share for the first six
months of 2017 in Germany;
Polaris also saw 103 Victory
models sold as the brand
heads for the exit door.

Scotts Valley, California based E-
bike manufacturer Zero
Motorcycles sold 86 units in
Germany in the first six months of
2017, compared to 113 for the
same period last year.

In Austria Harley sold 702
units for the first six months
of 2017 for a 6th place market
share of 7.8 percent.

Dolf Willigers, the General Secretary
of FEMA, Brussels, reports that “the
present Euro 4 and upcoming Euro
5 standards have meant the
motorcycle noise limits in Europe
are also changed. The old limit of
80 dB(A) for motorcycles has
disappeared with the adoption of
the Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) No 134/2014 and
is replaced by the standard from
the UNECE (United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe)
Regulation 41, which is 77 dB(A).
This looks like a huge reduction (an
increase of 3 dB(A) means the
sound pressure is doubled), but
that doesn’t need to be the case.
With the new standards, the way
the sound is measured has also
changed. 

The Barber Vintage
Motorsports Museum and
Barber Motorsports Park
(Birmingham, Alabama) have
made major facility
improvements. An additional
85,000 sq ft of space has been
added to the Barber Museum,
making it more than a quarter
of a million sq ft in total. Two
new pedestrian bridges give
access to the infield areas
within the 2.38 mile, 45-foot
wide race track and a newly
constructed Barber Proving
Grounds complex includes a
multi-configurable track,
classrooms, wet/dry skid pad,
obstacle course and 50-acre
off-road course.
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segment, including Indian Motorcycle
and Slingshot, was down low-single
digits percent during the 2017 second
quarter, while the overall motorcycle
industry retail sales, 900cc and above,
was down mid-single digits percent in
the 2017 second quarter. Indian
Motorcycles retail sales increased +17
percent and continued to gain market
share, driven by new model
introductions and continued strong
demand for the company's new, highly
customizable, split-screen ‘Ride
Command’ touchscreen infotainment
system available on certain models. 
Slingshot retail sales were down
significantly due in part to tough
comparables versus the prior year

period driven by increased shipments
in the second quarter of 2016 ahead
of their production move from Iowa to
Huntsville and the cadence of several
limited-edition models introduced in

the second quarter last year. 
“Performance improved in many parts
of our business during the quarter,
particularly within our international
and PG&A businesses,” says Polaris
CEO Scott Wine. “The powersports
industry remained very competitive
and headwinds persist, but we were
encouraged by the return to growth in
our Side-by-Side business and
continued strength and aggressive
share gains for Indian Motorcycles. 
“In a weak motorcycle industry, Indian
continues to demonstrate how a
complementary combination of
exciting new bikes, strong dealer
execution and overall brand
momentum can prevail. Dealer
engagement is a corporate priority and
from profitability to delivery and
communications, the consistent
progress we are making is augmenting
our retail results. We still have a lot of
work to do, but we are seeing results
from the strong and sustainable
improvements we are making to the
fundamentals of our business, as we
establish the foundation of a renewed
growth platform.” 
The company will record costs,
anticipated to be in the range of $80.0
million to $90.0 million, associated
with supporting Victory dealers in
selling their remaining inventory, the
disposal of factory inventory, tooling,
and other physical assets, and the
cancellation of various supplier
arrangements. 
International sales to customers
outside of North America, including
PG&A, totaled $191.2 million for the

second quarter of 2017, up twelve
percent, from the same period in
2016. All regions increased sales
double digits percent in the second
quarter with all segments showing
sales growth during the quarter. 
The company has increased its sales
guidance and narrowed its earnings
per share expected range for the full
year 2017 from previously issued
guidance. The company now expects
adjusted net income to be in the range
of $4.35 to $4.50 per diluted share,
compared with adjusted net income of
$3.48 per diluted share for 2016. Full
year 2017 adjusted sales are
anticipated to increase in the range of
12 percent to 14 percent over 2016
sales of $4,516.6 million. 
www.polarisindustries.com

in thousands US $ 2017 2016 2017 2016
Sales 1,364,920 1,130,777 2,518,702 2,113,773 
Cost of sales 1,014,534 846,274 1,925,825 1,581,692 
Gross profit 350,386 284,503 592,877 532,081 

Operating expenses:
Selling and marketing 118,531 77,820 232,844 155,061
Research and development 60,753 45,579 112,758 88,688
General and administrative 91,063 64,566 166,577 134,146
Total operating expenses 270,347 187,965 512,179 377,895
Operating income 99,182 117,002 120,271 194,146
Net income 62,041 71,166 59,130  118,055

THREE MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30 SIX MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME (LOSS)  (in thousands US $)

Scott Wine, CEO: “We still have a lot
of work to do, but we are seeing
results from the strong and
sustainable improvements we are
making to the fundamentals of our
business”

<<< Continued from page 64 

Steve Menneto, President, Polaris Motorcycle Division: “We’re very confident
that our MY2018 range will sell well as we continue to grow our dealer
network at home and internationally”

The recently announced
addition of the Scout Bobber
ads a new, third model to the
popular Scout line-up; five

color schemes and a claimed
performance of 100 hp with
peak torque of 73 ft-lbs at

6000 rpm.

http://www.namzccp.com
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Legend Suspension and
Klock Werks hit the road
Mitchel, South Dakota based
Klock Werks has hooked up with
fellow South Dakotans Legend
Suspension (Rapid City) to tour
the United States visiting as
many dealerships and custom
shops as possible in 52 weeks.
Legend started their road trip
program five years ago, with
what is now known as the
Legend Suspension Performance
Tour and Demo Ride program.
Jesse Jurrens, owner of Legend
Suspension, says: “I knew there
was a lot of opportunity in the
nation that we weren’t able to
tap into. It was time to take
that potential into our own
hands and inform reps and
customers around the country in
a new way. 
“We knew there was a greater benefit
to show up at dealers and have the
reps, dealers and customers ride, touch
and feel the product,” said Jesse. 
This year Brian Klock has teamed up
with Jesse, customizing two 2015
Road Glides with products by Legend
Suspensions, Klock Werks and other
product lines offered by their
distributor Drag Specialties such as
K&N filters, Custom Dynamics lighting,

performance components by Feuling
and Californian made Bassani
exhausts. 
“We hit everyone we can, dealers,
mom and pop shops, 10-20
dealerships per week,” Jesse went on
to say. “Paramount to the success of
the program is not just getting the
products in front of people, but
creating a relationship with everyone
we meet, from customers to the techs,
sales and ownership.” 
Klock Werks already operates a “Try It
Before You Buy It” Flare windshield
demo program, but Brian Klock says

that “the partnership with Legend
Suspensions is one more way for us to
help buyers get their hands on our
products. 
“Ninety-nine percent of people who
demo our Flare windshield for their
motorcycle ride home with it that day.
The increased stability, improved air
management and bobblehead
elimination never fails to impress.”
Along with the patented Flare
windshield, the Road Glides have new
Klock Werks device mounts, powered
by iOmounts and Klock Werks audio
kits, powered by Kicker; Legend’s black

13” REVO-A shocks and AXEO 49mm
front ends; Feuling HP+ camchest kit
with Reaper 543 chain drive cams and
high volume oiling system; Custom
Dynamics accessory lighting, Bassani
Road Rage II B4 pipes; K&N filters and
intake system; a Barnett extra plate
clutch and Maxima V-Twin oils. 

www.legendsuspensions.com
www.getklocked.com

Legend Suspension CEO
Jesse Jurens: “We knew
there was a greater benefit
to show up at dealers and
have the reps, dealers and
customers ride, touch and
feel the product”

Klock Werks is joining Legend
Suspensions’ nationwide

dealership tour

Legend REVO-A 13” shocks

Legend AXEO
front end

Flare 9” Sport windshield

Kicker FLTR fairing audio kit
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Mentor, Ohio based Wiseco
Piston has unveiled a new line of
pistons for late model Harley
applications – their Black Edition
pistons – featuring two new
proprietary coatings.
They feature what Wiseco describe as
an “industry first” ArmorFit coating on
the piston skirt, as well as an ArmorX
coating on the entire piston. Said to
offer superior protection against wear,
higher compression, smooth and quiet
operation, and maximized efficiency,
they are available for M-8s and popular
Twin Cam and Rushmore model
engines (SE heads).
Wiseco’s ArmorX coating comes from a
proprietary electrochemical process
using high strength materials that
create an armor-like coating on the
piston dome and ring grooves,
providing resistance to extreme heat
and detonation, while also providing a
distinctive black color. 
The ArmorX coating acts as a shield
around the piston, keeping the forged
aluminum protected against potential
damage from extreme conditions.
The ArmorX coating is also said to add
support to the vulnerable areas of the
piston. “Machine work done on a
piston, such as the piston ring grooves,
can create vulnerabilities. After
machining, these areas could
potentially display reduced strength
and wear resistance, especially in V-
twin engine applications. However, the
ArmorX coating covers every nook and
cranny it’s applied to, adding its
strength and wear resistance qualities
where the piston needs it most and
providing even more longevity to the
life of the piston.”
The patented Wiseco ArmorFit coating
is a product of their in-house R&D
department. Wiseco say their R&D team
“went through a thorough process of
testing, developing and benchmarking
with the in-house dyno, as well as with
thousands of on-road miles to perfect
the ArmorFit skirt coating. 

“The coating comes from a ‘moly’
(molybdenum) based dry film. Moly is
naturally a dry lubricant, providing great
lubricating qualities, even in the
presence of zero liquid lubricators.”
Wiseco mixes the formula in-house, and
uses a patented process to permanently
apply this moly based dry film to the
piston skirt. It is bonded to the skirt
surface, and is designed to become the
piston's sliding area against the
cylinder wall. The result is the piston
operating quieter and smoother than
stock, with reduced friction throughout
operation.

Dave Fussner, Wiseco Research and
Development Manager, said: “The
challenge has been developing a robust
skirt coating that could be applied
thicker and allow the forged piston to
be installed at the same or less cold
clearance than a cast piston. Simply
applying the standard skirt coating
material thicker to receive the desired
result is an unsatisfactory method and
yields unsatisfactory results.”
During engine motion, the coating will
adapt and actually fit itself to the
cylinder wall, eliminating the need to
measure clearance or worry about noise

and wear that comes from piston rock
with some traditional style pistons. 
A very important note regarding the
ArmorFit coating is that Wiseco does
not change the piston’s outside
diameter to accommodate for the
coating. Proper clearance between the
piston and cylinder wall is always
necessary, to allow room for expansion
at operating temperature. Proper piston
dimensions are maintained during
production of Black Edition pistons, and
the ArmorFit coating is applied after
these dimensions are met. As a result,
the user can simply choose the proper
piston to fit their bore, and let the
ArmorFit coating worry about the rest.
Black Edition pistons offer higher 11:1
compression, as well as much quieter
operation. The Black Edition pistons will
improve lubrication of the piston and
the piston pin to combat wear, and offer
a better ring seal thanks to optimized

ring grooves.
Also, the CNC-machined dome shape,
along with the ArmorX coating, is said
to allow for more efficient power
delivery and fuel use thanks to
improved flame travel during
combustion. This means that the engine
will operate smoothly and quietly
throughout the entire rpm range.
Black Edition piston kits include the
piston, rings, wrist pin and locks.
Milwaukee-8 applications will be
available in 107 ci and overbore and
sleeve in options, including 114 ci, 117
ci and 124 ci.
For Twin Cam and Rushmore models
Black Edition pistons will be available in
103 ci, 106 ci and 117 ci ranging from
9:1 to 10.5:1 compression ratio for Twin
Cam 96 and SE heads, and 103 and 106
ci with 10.5:1 compression ratio for ’15
and up Rushmores.
www.wiseco.com

‘Black Edition’ pistons with new
ArmorX and ArmorFit coatings

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Wiseco R&D Manager Dave Fussner:
“The challenge has been developing a
robust skirt coating that could be
applied thicker and allow the forged
piston to be installed at the same or
less cold clearance than a cast piston”
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Indian adds three
to 2018 line-up

T
he “newbies” are the
Scout Bobber, a
“blacked-out, toughed-
up” Springfield Dark

Horse with an “ultra-premium”
Indian Roadmaster Elite as the
headline act – a new top-of-the-
range Tourer with a U.S. MSRP
that starts at $36,999.
Their entry level is the Scout Sixty,
starting at $8,999, which, along with
the two other liquid cooled 60ci

“Midsize” V-twins (the Indian Scout
and the new Scout Bobber, both at
$11,499) have ABS as an option on
certain colorways.
The rest of the range from there up are
all ABS equipped Thunderstroke 111
inchers built on Indian’s cast
aluminum frame with integrated air
box and cruise control as standard; the
four Chieftains and three Roadmaster
Touring models all continue to get
Indian’s glove-friendly 7” touch screen

Ride Command infotainment system.
The three Cruisers offered start at
$17,499, with the Chief Darkhorse in
Thunder Black Smoke, the Steel Gray
Chief and the Burgundy Metallic Chief
Classic, which starts at $19,499.
There are no less than seven Bagger
options (as opposed to Tourers),
starting with the Chief Vintage at
$19,999; then there is the new
Springfield Dark Horse, the Springfield,
the Chieftain, an updated Chieftain

Dark Horse (19” ten-spoke blacked-
out wheels with an open front fender
and Ride Command infotainment
system as standard), and at the top of
the Bagger range are the Chieftain
Classic at $23,999 and the Chieftain
Limited at $24,999.
At the top of the range, the “entry
level” Touring model is their $26,999
Roadmaster, then the Roadmaster, and
finally the top of the range limited
production Roadmaster Elite (“you

Claiming that their 2018 line-up “allows every rider to be legendary,”
Indian Motorcycle’s new model year range expands the models
available to 16 with the introduction of three new 
“gap fillers” to flesh out the range of choice offered.

www.AMDchampionship.com

Scout Bobber 
$11,499*
The recently announced addition of the Scout
Bobber ads a new, third model to
the popular Scout line-up; five
color schemes and a claimed
performance of 100 hp with
peak torque of 73 ft-lbs at
6000 rpm.
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Midsize - Scout

The entry level Scout Sixty remains the same for 2018, but with two new
color schemes to make four options altogether. With a claimed
performance of 78hp with 65 ft-lbs peak torque at 5800 rpm, the closed
loop fuel injection/60mm bore 60ci liquid cooled V-twin has a gear drive
wet clutch, 120mm front fork, dual shocks, cast wheels and split dual
exhaust with cross-over.

Indian says that “the Scout has had some interesting updates for 2018,
based on feedback from customers over the past three years. It will now
come as standard with a pillion seat on the rear and footpegs for a
passenger. The Scout’s existing telescopic front forks have now been
replaced with cartridge forks, making a real difference to the ride and feel.
To improve the handling even further, Scout will now also come with Pirelli
tires as standard.” Performance from the 60” air-cooled V-twin is quoted as
100hp and 72 ft-lbs peak torque at 6000 rpm. Five color schemes.

Scout
$11,499*Scout Sixty

$8,999*
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Cruisers

Baggers

Chief Dark
Horse
$17,499*

Closed loop fuel injected/54mm bore Thunderstroke 111” with peak torque
of 119 ft-lbs at 3000 rpm; gear drive wet clutch, wet, multi-plate clutch,
119mm cartridge type front suspension in 46mm tubes, cast wheels, ABS,
cast aluminum frame with integrated air box and cruise control. One color
scheme – Thunder Black Smoke.

Chief
$18,499*
A single version of this bike
comes in Steel Gray.

Chief Classic 
– updated for 2018
$19,499*
Indian says that “classic style has
been given to the Chief in the form
of white walled tires, wire spoked
wheels and chrome hand controls;
available only in Burgundy Metallic. 

Closed loop fuel injected/54mm bore Thunderstroke 111” with peak torque of
119 ft-lbs at 3000 rpm; gear drive wet clutch, wet, multi-plate clutch, 119mm
cartridge type front suspension in 46mm tubes, cast wheels, ABS, cast aluminum
frame with integrated air box and cruise control.
Four color schemes - the Thunder Black and Star Silver over Thunder Black
versions come with black seat and leather saddlebags for the first time; the Sky
Blue over Pearl White and the “always popular” Willow Green over Ivory Cream
will feature brown leather saddlebags.

Springfield comes in a third color scheme
for 2018 – Metallic Jade over Thunder
Black with Silver pinstripe. 

Springfield
$20,999

don’t rise to the top, you ride there”). 
The Roadmaster Elite features custom-
inspired hand finished two-tone candy
paint that Indian says takes 30 hours
to complete, with real 23K gold leaf
badging on the tank and lowers. It
features a large number of “premium
amenities” as standard, including the
Ride Command system, a 300 watt

premium audio system, passenger
armrests, billet aluminum passenger
and driver floorboards, a premium
touring console and “stylish pinnacle
mirrors.”
Also receiving a noticeable upgrade is
the Chieftain Dark Horse, starting at
$23,999. Riders will see a 19” ten-
spoke blacked-out wheel with an open

front fender and the industry-leading
Ride Command infotainment system
now included as standard. 
Similar to the other Dark Horse
models, the new Springfield Dark
Horse features matt black paint with
gloss black details, an open fender to
showcase the new 19” ten-spoke,
blacked-out front wheel, and quick

release windshield with blacked-out
bracket.
“The Roadmaster Elite and Springfield
Dark Horse are two fantastic
motorcycles with two different
attitudes. The Roadmaster Elite packs
all the bells and whistles perfect for
riders looking for the best of the best,
while the Dark Horse brings blacked-

Chief Vintage
$19,999*.
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Chieftain 
$21,499*

Chieftain
Dark Horse
$23,999*

The Chieftain comes in just one color scheme for 2018 (Steel Gray) and is
now offered with open instead of valanced fenders and 19” blacked-out
wheels.

The Chieftain Dark Horse will now come with RideCommand as standard
and showcases a 19” ten-spoke wheel with an open fender. One color
scheme – Thunder Black Smoke.

Chieftain
Classic
$23,999*

This classic version of the Chieftain “is aimed at the heritage customer and
has the brand’s iconic valanced front fender and a vintage black seat.” Three
color schemes.

The top-of-the-range
Chieftain Bagger –
available in five color
schemes. 

Chieftain
Limited
$24,499*

Springfield Dark Horse
$20,999*
Like the other existing Dark Horse models, the
Springfield Dark Horse has matt black
paint with gloss black details.
Springfield Dark Horse will feature
an open fender to showcase a 19”
ten-spoke and blacked-out front
wheel. Its quick-release
windshield protects the rider
from the elements, or can give
a meaner cruiser look when 
removed. One color scheme –
Thunder Black Smoke.
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Roadmaster Elite $36,999*

New New New New New 

 

   

250 only

out style to the Springfield line,” said
Reid Wilson, Marketing Director Indian
Motorcycle. 
“Beyond these two offerings, we have
elevated each and every model,
listening to our consumers to bring
new features and colors they have
asked for.” 
The Chieftain platform “receives
notable upgrades, adding a Chieftain
Classic model, starting at $23,999,
which will feature the brand’s iconic

valanced front fender and genuine
leather seat with fringe, available in
three colors. The Chieftain Limited,
starting at $24,499, remains at the
head of the pack and adds three new
colors, while the Chieftain receives a
lowered price of $21,499 and the 19”
blacked-out ten-spoke wheel and
open fender as standard.
“For those looking to add a more
modern style, the 10-spoke 19” wheel,
in both black and contrast cut, along

with an open front fender, are
available as an accessory for the
Roadmaster, Roadmaster Classic,
Chieftain and Springfield motorcycles.
The wheel and open fender will fit
those models from model year 2014
onwards. 
“The Indian Chief Classic also receives
upgrades, now available with white
wall tires, wire wheels and full chrome
hand controls.  Indian’s iconic Chief
Vintage line receives new offerings for

2018, starting at $19,999. Thunder
Black and Star Silver over Thunder
Black will for the first time ever feature
black genuine leather saddlebags and
seats to add to its beautiful styling.
“The Scout receives a new look and
improved performance.  Now standard
are a cartridge fork front suspension
and Pirelli tires, along with passenger
accommodations, including a genuine
leather passenger pillion and pegs.”
www.indianmotorcycle.com

After the success of Chieftain Elite, Indian is offering a special run of 250 Roadmaster Elite machines. The “ultra-premium” Roadmaster Elite has one color
scheme only - a two-tone cobalt blue and black colour that has been completely hand painted, along with real 23K gold leaf badging on the tank. It has
Indian’s Ride Command system and a 300 watt premium audio system, chrome front and rear bumpers, passenger armrests and “stylish pinnacle mirrors.” 

Touring

ABS; cast aluminum frame with integrated air box; cruise control; Highway
bar; keyless ignition; Horizon power shield; Desert Tan genuine leather seat;
remote locking hard saddle bags; remote locking trunk; tire pressure
monitoring; 200 watt stereo with AM/FM, Bluetooth, USB, Smartphone
compatible input and weatherband; heated rider & passenger seats; heated
grips; adjustable passenger floorboards; 32.7 gallons of storage. Two color
schemes.

Roadmaster Classic
$26,999*

The Burgundy Metallic version of this bike now comes with a tan colored
seat, while the other three versions all have black seats. For 2018 there are
two new two-tone color schemes, making four in total. 

Roadmaster
$28,999*
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P
olaris’ Slingshot three-
wheeled, open air
cockpit roadster was
first launched in 2014,

and despite poor sales and
recall issues, with more states
opening up to registration of
Slingshots as motorcycles or
autocycles, Polaris CEO Scott
Wine reaffirmed their
determination to stick with the
program when talking to
investors, the media and
analysts when the company

unveiled their second quarter
fiscals in July.
The 2018 model line-up sees four
models, three of which now feature
the 7” touch screen Ride Command
infotainment system seen on select
Ind ian  Motorcyc le  mode l s.
Headlining the 2018 models is the
all-new Slingshot SLR LE.  
Said to represent “the biggest
improvements since its introduction,
the new Slingshot line-up takes style,
performance and technology to a
whole new level,” according to

Polaris’ Motorcycle Division, which
manages the product line. 
The 2018 Slingshot line-up consists
of Slingshot S, SL, SLR and SLR LE.
The “ultra-premium” SLR LE “packs
a suite of offerings, including Bilstein
10-way adjustable suspension,
200w Rockford Fosgate audio,
premium sport seats with color-
matched side bolsters, two-tone
Ghost Gray with Lime Squeeze
painted accents, and special edition
graphics.” 
Kevin Reilly, VP Marketing for

Slingshot, says: “The introduction of
Ride Command merges the
conveniences of today’s latest
technology with Slingshot’s high-
adrenaline riding experience. The
addition of the SLR LE rounds out our
vehicle offerings with a premium
model for those who demand the
absolute best.”
The entry level Slingshot S starts at
$19,999, with the SL selling at
$25,499, the SLR starting at
$28,999, and the new SLR LE will be
available starting at $30,999.

New SLR LE headlines expanded
2018 Slingshot model year line-up

The entry level Slingshot S - $19,999

SLR LE

SL S

SLR
The new top of the range of four Slingshot 
three-wheeled, open air cockpit 
roadster starts at $30,999

The SLR, priced at $28,999

The SL, selling for $25,499, gets the
Ride Command infotainment system
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British riding style specialist Davida has extended its popular
range of classic style ‘Shorty’ leather riding gloves with two new
colorways (tan and grey) that have deep roots with riders of
the 1950s and 1960s and influences from elsewhere in society.
They have their roots in the motorcycling culture of the last
century, before bike-specific gloves became widely available.
Short grey leather gloves were originally created for the
German Luftwaffe in the 1940s and were a popular choice for
post-war European motorcyclists who obtained them through
the army surplus trade.  Originally produced for the early ranch
workers, short tan gloves have a strong heritage within the
Mid-West USA and were a favorite for many American
motorcyclists in the early to mid- twentieth century.
Davida owner and major league long-distance rider David
Fiddaman says: “The iconic and enduring style of the ever
popular short-cuff leather motorcycle glove with its clean
classic lines, minimal fuss and maximum comfort has never
really been out of fashion, but now more than ever they are
finding favor with new generation and veteran riders alike.”
Made from smooth, supple and soft cowhide with Kevlar thread
stitching and comfy fleece lining to add contemporary riding

values to a classic design, Fiddaman says “with our ‘Shorty’
gloves we have created a simple and uncomplicated glove that
provides maximum tactile comfort and great dexterity - a must
for every rider’s gear box.”

DAVIDA (UK) LTD
Birkenhead, UK
Tel: +44 (0)151 647 2419
sales@davida.co.uk
www.davida-helmets.com

Competitor clutch for ‘91-up XLs 
“Take that Sportster’s clutch to a new level,” says Californian
manufacturer Belt Drives Limited (BDL) with the installation of
“our new CC-140-BB Competitor clutch conversion.”

The 140 version of its “industry standard setting” Competitor
clutch series was developed exclusively for stock ‘91 and later
Sportster clutch baskets. BDL’s patented ball bearing lock-up
clutch is said to significantly lighten pull at the lever while
providing smooth, slip-free lock-up.
Each unit incorporates a designated number of steel ball
bearings set in a model-specific diaphragm assembly.
Conversion is a straightforward install, replacing the factory
pressure plate, springs and hub.

BELT DRIVES LTD
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 693 1313
info@beltdrives.com
www.gmabrakes.com

3D billet Shovelhead split rocker boxes
Designed by award-winning
custom bike builder Mario
Kyprianides, Chopper
Kulture authentic premium
quality 3D billet Shovelhead
style split rocker boxes are
available in brass or
aluminum and have all nine
mounting hole options
retained. Mario thinks he is
the only manufacturer in the
world to do that – especially
where his brass rockers are
concerned.
Chopper Kulture, Germany,
www.chopperkulture.com
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Billet risers and narrow Apes
Recent new products from Huntington Beach,
California based Wild 1/Chubby’s include these new
Wild 1 brand, 12” tall, thick, straight billet aluminum
risers with 1” clamping section.
Machined out of the highest quality 6061-T6 aircraft
aluminum, these risers are available in a show
chrome, military grade anodized black or raw finish
for Dyna, Sportster and Softail.
Also seen here is a new OutlawZ narrow apehanger
with Chubby style that is said to “combine bad ass
style with maximum comfort as they are 33.5” wide
with a 9.5” center and a perfect 22° wrist angle.”

OutlawZ Apes range in size from 10-16” and come
in a show chrome, satin black powdercoat or raw
finish. Like all Chubbys, they are drilled for internal
wiring and made with the same heavy duty double
wall 1.25” diameter tubing construction as all
Chubby bars.
“We take special care in the manufacturing process
to make sure the inside corners are smooth, so the
electrical doesn’t get hung up during installation,”
said Nate Schultz, VP at Wild 1/Chubbys. OutlawZ
apehangers are designed to fit most H-D models
(except FLHX and FLHT/C/U/K models).

WILD 1, INC.
Huntington Beach, California, USA
Tel: 714-536-5869
info@wild1inc.com
www.wild1inc.com

Adapt and evolve
The J.W. Speaker Adaptive Series
headlights represent a genuine evolution
in motorcycle headlights, described by the
Germantown, Wisconsin based
manufacturer as “the world’s first
dynamically adaptive motorcycle
headlight,” designed to address the issues
of lighting blind spots created by fixed
lights when a motorcycle is leaning or
cornering.”
The Adaptive Series headlights use on-
board sensors and advanced electronics to
calculate bank angles on a real-time basis,
automatically directing the light array up or
down as the motorcycle leans. This
additional illumination fills the gaps that
stock headlights leave when cornering at
night - intelligently “tuning” low beam and
banking optics in a way that maximizes
visibility in corners.
These adaptive headlights are designed

with an integrated optical system that
includes both an adaptive low beam as well
as J.W. Speaker’s proprietary ComfortLite
high beam. Together these optics are said to
provide best-in-class foreground
illumination and light above the horizon
that dramatically improves operator
comfort and safety for night-time driving.
Made with a heavy-duty, die-cast aluminum
housing, state-of-the-art LEDs and “sleek
design that not only delivers premium
performance, but also gives the bike a truly
unique look!”
Available as a plug ‘n’ play solution for 7″
round motorcycle fairings and 5.75″ round
bucket mounts, they are DOT and ECE dual-
compliant, and 18 different fitment kits
available to make them a simple retrofit
install on over 1,000 different motorcycles.”

J. W. SPEAKER
Germantown, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 262 251 6660
www.jwspeaker.com

Oceanside,
California
based Feuling
Parts has
added Dyno
proven and
track tested M-
8 grinds to its
popular
‘Reaper’ brand
cams program.
Said to produce more power and torque
in the riding rpm range, which improves
the throttle response, acceleration and
fuel mileage, Reapers’ smooth camshaft
lobe ramps are said to be easier on
valvetrain components and eliminate
excessive valvetrain noise and wear.
Two options are available – both are
direct bolt-in replacements for the stock
M-8 cams and can be used with stock
valve springs, pushrods, lifters and
exhaust.
Their 405 cam produces a wide
powerband that increases torque and
horsepower throughout the entire rpm
range, responding well when used with
replacement slip-on mufflers or full
exhaust systems and a high-flow air
cleaner. Feuling recommends mufflers
with smaller cores for the best low-rpm
power.
Their 465 cam responds well when
combined with increased engine bore
and/or engine compression and also
works well with aftermarket slip-on
mufflers or a full exhaust system and a
high-flow air cleaner.
Compared to the stock cams, the 465 is
described as producing solid bottom-end
performance and substantial gains above
2800 rpm; use of performance valve
springs is not required but may result in a
quieter, smoother running valve train.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

‘Reaper’ cam
choices for M-8
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Available in the fall of 2017, Californian oil
blender Maxima is updating its successful ‘Oil
Change in a Box’ program specifically for
Harley’s M-8 models.
As Maxima’s V-twin Market Business
Development Specialist Garrett Andrews told
us: “The fact that the Milwaukee-Eight
actually holds more oil has gone largely
unnoticed by a lot of people. 
“Our ‘Oil Change in a Box’ options have been
hugely popular with workshops and dealers,
as each single order number kit comes with
all the necessary products to complete a full
oil change, including our V-twin formula 20W-

50 engine, transmission and
primary oils, plus a K&N
‘Wrench-Off’ oil filter in
choice of black or chrome.
“Depending on the year and
model, synthetic or mineral
engine oil kits are available
for coverage from ’84 Evo
engines right up to late
model Twin Cams and ’84 to
present Sportsters.
Alternatively, our ‘Quick
Change Kit’ includes one
gallon of oil only, plus choice
of K&N oil filters for ’99 and
up Twin Cams. 
“Well, our dealers have
noticed the extra oil capacity required by the
new engines and been asking us to help
them with kits for Harley’s 2017 Touring
engines, so at AIMExpo this year we are
introducing our new Full Change and Quick-
Change Kit options specifically for the
Milwaukee-Eight engine platform. 
“The Full Change kits will have the necessary
five quarts of Maxima V-Twin Full Synthetic
20W-50, two quarts of Maxima V-Twin
Primary Fluid, one quart of Maxima V-Twin
Transmission 80W-90 and the same dealer

choice between a black or chrome K&N
‘Wrench-Off’ oil filter; the Quick Change kit
option will have the five quarts of Maxima V-
Twin Full Synthetic 20W-50 and the same
choice of black or chrome K&N
‘Wrench-Off’ oil filter.”

MAXIMA RACING OILS
Santee, California, USA
Tel: 619 449 5000
E-mail: sales@maximausa.com
www.maximausa.com

Maxima adds five quart M-8 options to its 
‘Oil Change in a Box’ program

Maxima’s Garrett Andrews: “Our new five quart
‘Oil Change in a Box’ kits for the M-8 will be
available this fall”
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Back in 2008, at the AMD World Championship in Sturgis, we had the pleasure
of hosting an experimental hydrogen powered bike (‘Mister M’) built in 18
days by Alan Lee for the ‘Chopper Challenge’ that had an S&S 113” engine

and an Arnie Boyle hydrogen generator. The patented device greatly increased
fuel economy in all types of combustion engines by cracking water into pure
hydrogen and oxygen and injecting these into the air intake stream where it
combines with the fuel/air mixture prior to combustion, resulting in a more
complete (and therefore cleaner) and efficient burn.
Fast forward to the 2016 AMD World Championship, and we had the pleasure of hosting
our first E-bike – ‘Strom’ – conceived, designed, engineered and built by the hands of
Irishman Noel Connolly (Flame-Art Designs/FAD, MorAthernry, County Galway).
The recent surge to prominence of the small but innovative custom bike scene in Ireland
has been remarkable, and Noel’s homage to the board track racers and early streamliners
of the past, in the guise of a forward facing zero emissions solution for the future, is just
exactly that – remarkable.

Based on a ME 0909 permanent magnet DC motor made in Wisconsin by M  
an Alltrax direct drive controller (Grants Pass, Oregon) and Magura (Germ   
throttle, along with the Surly bicycle rims (Bloomington, Minnesota) and V   
are pretty much the only items on the bike (oh, and a PH 4-pot at the rear  
cable brake at the front) that aren’t hand crafted by Noel, including the 3  
hardtail frame and custom ‘Rocker’ style front end with a variable gas sho  
‘Strom’ has a 48 volt electrical system powered by 4 x 12 volt lithium ion  
some months after the event Noel told us: “It was great to hear the react    
builders and discuss both the advantages and disadvantages of electric. 
“I was surprised not to see more electric customs at the ‘AMD’ in Cologne     
will change. It was an honor to bring ‘Strom’ to the show, and to just miss     
place, although disappointing, was a fantastic achievement for the first ev  
motorcycle to feature at the AMD World Championship.
“I still have ‘Strom’, and it is an ongoing project – I think electric is definit   
and I am already looking forward to 2018.”

ZERO
EMISSION  
MAX COO

IN

TERMOT
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Defender air cleaner cover, grips
and muzzle style brake pegs 
When Dar Holdsworth, a former AMD Production
class World Champion custom bike builder, started
his Brass Balls Cycles off-shoot in 2006, he had no
idea his hobby of building motorcycles in his free
time would turn into a full-time bikes and parts
design business.
Now, 10 years later, with Biker’s Choice as his
distributor, Dar’s range of designs is growing
fast. He has designed an air cleaner cover said
to be “inspired by the hot-rodding culture,
defending the streets. 
“This performance air cleaner cover is a no
nonsense, bad ass upgrade,” says Dar. Machined
from 6061-T6 aircraft grade billet aluminum with
carbon fiber inlay included, it is available in black
anodized or natural machined finish.
“If you already have a round 5.5" diameter air
cleaner with center mount and would like to upgrade
the look, you can simply replace the existing air
cleaner cover with the Defender. If you do not have
a 5.5" round air cleaner, we offer the Defender cover
paired with the S&S Stealth air cleaner.”
Also seen here is the latest addition to Brass Balls’
‘Knurled’ series – knurled stock top clamp
replacements CNC-machined from aircraft grade
6061-T6 billet aluminum.
Offered in a natural brushed finish or in black

anodized, the “simple lines
and precision knurled surface complement most all
bike styles,” says Dar. Available for '74-later XL, FX,
FXR, FX Dyna and FX Softail models with 1.0"
diameter handlebars. 
Finally, these pegs are “inspired by the cool design
of muzzle brakes, with the inclusion of essential grip
on top to keep you connected to the bike,” he says.
Precision-machined from aircraft grade 6061-T6
billet aluminum, they are designed with an
adjustable chrome plated steel clevis included, are
lightweight and very strong, with the Brass Balls logo

machined on the underside. 
They measure 4.06" L x 1.38" W x 1.14" tall, fit all
H-D models and ship complete with two pegs, two
H-D male clevis and two socket head cap screws
Brass Balls products are available through Biker's
Choice.

BRASS BALLS CYCLES
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA
Tel: 405 270 0995
sales@brassbrallscycles.com
www.brassballscycles.com

British suspension manufacturer
Nitron has added to their fast
growing list of Harley and custom
applications with a twin shock
upgrade for the Street 750, 2015
onwards. Designed as a direct
replacement for the factory fitted
units, the Nitron shocks offer a very
wide range of both damping
settings and pre-load adjustment.
The well proven Nitron gas
pressurized monotube damping
system is said to “offer all riders
immediate improvements in both
handling and ride, making the bike
much more comfortable, controlled
and usable under hard and
prolonged conditions with shocks
that are individually factory tested,
tuned and set up specifically for the
model concerned.
“For more confident, more demanding
riders the easy to use combined
compression and rebound damping
adjustment offers the ability for them to
tailor the suspension settings to their own
requirements and ensure they are getting
the full potential from the bike.”
For quick and easy ride height adjustment
and set-up, both spring pre-load and overall
length are both externally adjustable. Color-
conscious owners can also choose between
the ‘Standard’ Nitron blue colored spring,
the subtler ‘classic’ titanium black spring

option, or the full black body and black
spring ‘Stealth’ option.
They have a 35 mm large piston monotube
design, 24-click combined compression and
rebound damping adjustment, are Nitrogen
gas pressurized, have adjustable length and
pre-load settings, hard anodized titanium
finish aluminum body, 14 mm induction
hardened, super polished piston rod,
progressive cellular bumpstop, Teflon lined
ultimate low friction spherical bearings and
‘FLEXaLIGHT’ coated silicone steel springs.
All Nitron shocks are fully serviceable,

rebuildable and backed up by a worldwide
service center network.

NITRON RACING SYSTEMS
Witney, Oxon, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1993 849449
info@nitron.co.uk
www.nitron.co.uk

Street 750 twin shock upgrade
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S&S cams for Touring
models with M-8 engines

S&S bolt-in cams for Touring models with M-8
engines are compatible with all stock valve train
components and can “improve power and peace of
mind,” according to Motorcycle Storehouse. The S&S
465 cam is available in chain drive and gear drive
versions. Both provide a substantial increase in
performance. The gear drive 465G and the stock spec
gear drive 350G cam provides improved valve timing
accuracy and reliability by eliminating the cam drive
chain and tensioner.
The camshaft and gear kit seen here includes
camshaft, drive gear and driven gear on camshaft,
all required bearings, O-rings and hardware. The
350G bolt-in stock grind for 107" M-8 engines
eliminates the stock chain drive; the 465G bolt-in
also increases torque and horsepower.
The 465C M-8 bolt-in chain driven camshaft kit also
boosts torque and horsepower; this includes all
required bearings, O-rings and hardware.
Available for chain or gear drive camshafts, the cam
drive installation support kit can be used when
changing cams – it includes camshaft cover gasket,
O-rings and an inner bearing.

S&S Quickee pushrods for
2017 Touring models
Motorcycle Storehouse say S&S Quickee pushrods for
2017 Touring models with M-8 engines “make cam

changes a snap”! By using a bolt cutter to cut the
stock pushrods out of the engine, the money saved
in labor by not having to disassemble rocker covers
and coolant lines to remove them more than makes
up for the cost of the Quickees – effectively making
for a minimal cost an upgrade to super strong and
adjustable pushrods that are more reliable and
versatile; their chromoly steel construction reduces

pushrod flex. Compatible with all cams and tappets
and available as pushrods only or pushrods with covers. 

NAMZ CAN bus controller
for custom handlebar
switches
Starting from 2011, handlebar switches became
CAN bus controlled. This effectively means you
cannot use any 'old fashioned' custom switches on
models equipped with CAN bus
switch technology. This CAN
bus controller takes care
of that. The module

is installed between the wiring of the bike and allows
you to use any type of custom switches. Available for
selected ‘14-‘17 models.

Badlands CAN bus
eliminator

The Badlands CAN bus eliminator with built-in load
equalizer gives running and brake light function to
turn signals and maintains turn signal function. 
They are available in Illuminator hard wire and plug
‘n’ play versions for selected ‘11-‘17 Softail, ‘12-‘17
Dyna, XL, Touring and ‘14-‘17 models. 

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE BV
Bedum, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775
info@mcseurope.nl
www.motorcyclestorehouse.com

More in the house at Motorcycle Storehouse

http://www.surflexclutches.com


VO2 ‘Naked’ intake

Designed and manufactured entirely in-house, the
VO2 ‘Naked’ intake for 2017 Touring models
includes a high-flow washable filter element, larger
inlet backing plate and CNC-machined billet venturi
to get more air in, faster.
This model is designed to be used with the OEM
intake cover and comes complete with screen to
retain the factory look. Not compatible with center
hole mount (OEM style) covers. Vance & Hines
recommend the use of any of their own custom air
filter cover designs.

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

Twin Tuner II

Spyke Stealth
starters; mechanical
advance ignitions
Spyke has
announced
Stealth starters
for Big Twin
Harleys 1990 to
2006 (except
2006 Dyna).
These starters
are said to have
a unique design
and to be
perfect for
custom builds. 
They are
specifically
designed to
provide more
cranking torque
without having
to change the stock battery. These starters
will deliver 46 percent more cranking
torque compared to stock starters by using
a specially designed double wound
armature. Features include 4.44:1 gear
reduction. 
According to Spyke, they use nothing but
the best quality components, including a
super duty clutch supported by high tension
springs; available chrome or black.
Also seen here is Compu-Fire’s mechanical
advance ignition system for 1970 and up
Big Twins and Sportsters with points. This
digital ignition uses advanced Hall-Cell
triggering and surface-mount technology
with convenient built-in “Accu-ray” static
timing LED. 

Compu-Fire states that the static timing LED
allows customers to install with ease and
converts outdated points systems to an
accurate electronic ignition system. These
ignitions are available in either dual or
single fire and supplied with all needed
connectors.

PERTRONIX PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
San Dimas, California, USA
Tel: 909 599 5955
contact@pertronix.com
www.pertronix.com
www.compufire.com
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Daytona Twin Tec’s Twin Tuner II retains all the
features of their original Twin Tuner and now includes
ignition timing and control capability.
Twin Tuner II easily adjusts the OEM Delphi fuel-
injection and ignition to match the requirements of
installed performance parts, including high-
compression pistons/heads, camshafts, free-flowing
exhausts, and low-restriction air filters – just add
+30% or subtract -20% fuel and retard the spark
timing up to 10 degrees.
The mode and up/down pushbutton switches can be
used to make fuel trim adjustments in the rpm and
throttle position ranges that are required by most
applications; the fuel trim value is displayed on a
bright daylight-readable LED display.

The Twin Tuner also has an advanced mode, which
includes the facility to use the optional USB interface
and PC Link Tuner software to make precise
independent fuel adjustments to the front and rear
cylinders.
The Twin Tuner II is an easy plug-in install and set up,
with no splicing, cutting, crimping or bulky
interconnections – the compact size is only 4" L x 2"
W x 1/2" H. It is compatible with Twin Scan II+ Tuning
Aid – just install the Twin Scan II+ and ride the bike,
then copy the air/fuel ratio corrections calculated by
the Twin Scan II+ into the PC Link Tuner software.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
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There are plenty of manufacturers and
customizers who like to use polished brake
rotors, but how many times are they able to
source brake pads specifically formulated to
work with a polished rotor surface?
So here is some good news from Italy in the
shape of these Polished Rotor Pads (PRP)
from Ferodo. There aren’t many motorcycle
brands left still in production with quite the
history and international motorsports
profile that Ferodo carried with it into the
21st century. Under the ownership of
American multi-national Federal-Mogul for
the past 20 years, Ferodo is a storied brand
that owes its origins to the earliest days of
the motorcycle industry and wider
motorsports market. 
It is right up there with other legendary
British names such as Castrol, Avon, Bates,
Lucas and countless motorcycle brands –
from Arial, BSA, Velocette and Matchless to
Brough, Vincent, Triumph, Royal Enfield and
Norton – all of which have been equipped
with Ferodo pads at various times, making
Ferodo as much an institution as a brand.
We only have a handful of so called

“Legacy” brands left as we head towards
the third decade of the 21st century, but the
good news is that not only is Ferodo alive
and well, but still making brake pads that
are at the cutting-edge of contemporary

manufacturing technology and materials
science. Its Polished Rotor Pads are a case in
point - a state-of-the-art formulation
specifically made and sold for V-twin and
custom bike use.
Part of Ferodo’s popular ‘Carbon Grip’
range, they are a carbon based composite
formula that is bound together with organic
resin. The result is a powerful combination
of braking virtues for the custom market -
excellent stopping power, lower heat
generation, reduced brake dust generation
and minimized rotor scoring.
On a recent visit to their manufacturing
facility near Turin in Italy, Ferodo’s Sales
Director John Davies told AMD that “the
PRP pad is specifically designed for
applications and owners for which disc
appearance is a primary consideration. 
“The pad composition has been optimized
to maintain performance, whilst minimizing
deposition and scoring. Non-depositing
lubricants carefully balance out the effect of
the abrasive components so that friction
output is maintained whilst avoiding
streaks and score marks, with the result
that even polished rotors retain their lustre.
The PRP achieves all this while providing
stopping power that often exceeds OE
specifications.”

FEDERAL-MOGUL ITALY S.R.L, RACING
&MOTORCYCLE DIVISION
Mondovi (CN), ITALY
Tel: +39 0174 560511
sales@ferodoracing.com
www.ferodoracing.com

Carbon grip pads for
polished rotors

Sales Director
John Davies

Dyno testing
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Merritt Island, Florida based specialist Arnott
Motorcycle Air Suspension, noted for their “True
Onboard Adjustable Air Suspension kits for
motorcycles” has added the 2009 to 2017 Harley Tri
Glides to height-adjustable FOX air suspension
system applications.
Arnott's Ultimate Ride kit features two nitrogen
charged FOX shock absorbers, a powerful air
compressor and black or chrome handlebar inflation
switch. Arnott says the kit has been “custom-
designed to replace the OE shocks on these 1,200
pound three-wheelers. 
“Our patents-pending kit features TruAIR technology
with rugged Goodyear multi-ply air spring bladders
coupled with the FOX shocks. It provides the rider,
and the passenger, with superior ride comfort
regardless of road conditions or any added weight
on the Tri Glide. The extended shock length (14 inches
vs. 13 inches) increases the ground clearance for the

trikes's exhaust tips, helping eliminate pipes
scraping on the pavement during turns, a
common occurrence with stock shocks on Tri
Glide models.”
Arnott pairs the FOX shocks with a small but
powerful compressor, application-specific mounting
bracket and an air distribution valve block which
includes a muffler to control how fast air is released. 
Arnott says the kit is fully inclusive – with detailed
installation manual, compressor, distribution valve,
fused wiring harness and relay assembly, handlebar-
mounted inflation switch, all required tubing and
wiring, cable ties, fittings, matching bolt covers and
mounting accessories for a fast install. 
“Each shock is custom-crafted and rigorously tested
in our Florida manufacturing facility and backed by
our Limited Lifetime Warranty.”
Established in 1989, Arnott lay claim to being “the
global industry leader in manufacturing and

distributing quality aftermarket air suspension
products and accessories.” In early 2017, Arnott was
awarded ISO 9001:2008 Management System
Certification and TUV Rheinland Product Safety and
Quality Certification. Arnott's products also meet
GOST ISO 9001-2011 Certification and the EurAsian
Conformity (EAC) Mark for Arnott's Quality
Management System. 

ARNOTT AIR SUSPENSION
Merritt Island, Florida, USA
Tel: 321 868 3016
doug.taylor@arnottinc.com
www.arnottcycles.com

Ultimate Ride air suspension kits Tri Glide 
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Winged stretched
gas tank in steel
Arlen Ness Enterprises has
this new hand finished
stainless steel winged
stretched gas tank design
available for 2008 and up
stock Touring model and
custom Bagger applications.
With a 6 gallon (U.S.)
capacity, the “smooth
flowing design gives factory
tourers a custom look and
more improved leg
clearance than any other
stretched tank available.”
It ships with a steel dash,

rubber trim and all the necessary hardware.
It won’t fit with the stock seat, so Ness is
offering a choice of three of its custom seat
designs to mate with the new tank -
Silhouette Pleated, Sorrento and Villain.
The company says that on Road King
models the factory (or aftermarket) gauges
will need to be relocated.

ARLEN NESS ENTERPRISES
Dublin, California, USA
Tel: 925 479 6350
contact@arlenness.com
www.arlenness.com

From Richardson, Texas based Touring
and Bagger parts specialist Pickard USA, the
“Meat Head” is their new Harley wide front
fender described by the company as “currently
the only true bolt-on fat front tire kit for Harley
Touring models of 2013 and down. This means
that it isn’t necessary to tear down the entire
front end for installation. Other Harley wide tire
kits require special cut fork cans, triple trees and
a fender with the sides notched out so the tire
will have adequate clearance. The 'Meat Head'
saves hundreds of dollars by eliminating all the
time and labor disassembling the front end for a
fat tire conversion.”
Pickard USA, www.pickardusa.com

Bolt-on fat
front tire kit
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Chrome steel axle spacer kits
and brass/stainless oil lines
New from Paughco, their assortment of chrome
plated steel axle spacers “will save builders a lot of
time and grief.”

The kit contains 28 pieces with two each of 14
different lengths from 1/4” to 3”, available in ¾”
and 1” ID. The complete kits are shipped in handy
plastic tubes. 

Also seen here, early OEM external oil lines are easily
and quickly upgraded with these ‘OLD-STF’ solid
brass tubing or stainless custom shaped lines to
replace the stock items on 1966-1984 Shovelheads.
Ironhead Sportsters from 1957-1985 are covered
with their own unique replacement brass or stainless
lines.
Brass and stainless ‘OLD STF’ line kits include sealing
tape, and Paughco also offers steel braided outside
engine oil lines for the Knucklehead hard line and
Shovelhead top oiler (oils both heads from the
center).
Finally, “tired of those messy oil changes?” asks

Paughco. “Well, check out our very cool oil change
helpers by Yankee Engineuity. This custom fit oil
catcher takes the messy hassle out of changing the
oil on 1992-1999 Big Twins. Simply hook to the
frame and it will guide the draining oil from your filter
and into a catch pan.”

PAUGHCO
Carson City, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 5738
info@paughco.com
www.paughco.com

Axle spacer kit

Oil change helper

Oil lines

It’s as simple as black and white!
Iconic North Hollywood, California based
seat specialist LePera says that every one of

its seats can be made in the popular black
and white combination - including the 2”
set back ‘Daddy Long Legs’ version for taller
riders. 
Seen here is their Outcast GT, and like all
LePera seats, it has 45 years of hand-
craftsmanship invested into every detail
and features a powder-coated steel base
plate, a specially poured high-density
“Marathon” molded foam foundation and
double-stitched handcrafted cover with
bonded polyester thread for durability.

LEPERA ENTERPRISES
North Hollywood, California, USA
Tel: 818 767 5110
info@lepera.com
www.lepera.com
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Extra-plate clutch kit for 2014-17
Indian Chief/ Roadmaster
The latest addition to Californian manufacturer
Barnett Clutches & Cables’ line of Indian clutch
components is this extra-plate clutch kit for the
2014-17 Chief/Roadmaster. 
This kit includes 8 Kevlar friction plates, 7 tempered
steel plates, a set of 5 heavy-duty springs and is said
to provide increased clutch capacity and
performance. 
The segmented Kevlar friction plates are designed
for more oil flow, resulting in cooler operating
temperatures and a smoother, more positive clutch
engagement. All kits are measured for proper stack
to ensure proper fit and performance right out of the
box. 

BARNETT CLUTCHES & CABLES
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 642 9435
info@barnettcables.com
www.barnettcables.com

RSD Dyna ‘Bob Job’ seat
Manufactured for Roland Sands Design (RSD)
in Massachusetts by Mustang Motorcycle
Seats, their new ‘Bob Job’ seat “is our answer
for those riding Dynas who want a minimalist
look without sacrificing function or comfort.”
Said to have been inspired by high-
performance automobiles and fine leather
craftsmanship, it features a distressed black
vinyl cover with raised detailing – “giving
owners a high level of detail that manages to
blend in as well as stand out.”
A direct bolt-on install, it is constructed on a

marine-grade fiberglass pan covered with
injection controlled density polyurethane
molded foam “for comfort on long rides.” The
formed fit is said to ensure a planted riding
position “no matter if you’re cruising or
popping wheelies.” 

ROLAND SANDS DESIGN
Los Alamitos, California, USA
Tel: 562 493 5297
info@rolandsands.com
www.rolandsands.com

Elkhart, Indiana based ASA Electronics say
that “larger than life sound requires larger
speakers,” so they have followed up their
award-winning HD1BT525 Harley-Davidson
replacement stereo package by adding
“over an inch more of booming sound” with
all-new 6.5 inch speakers. 
“This Jensen Power Sports brand audio kit
(HD1BT650) still features the true plug n’
play design that customers loved about the
old package, allowing for both the stereo
and speakers to fit into the factory fairings
opening with ease,” the company’s Jordan
Lucas explained.
“A 5.25 inch speaker can only reproduce so
much bass – more bass needs more cone
area, so the larger 6.5 inch speaker allows
us to provide deeper sound. The included
adaptor rings make it possible to install a
6.5 inch speaker into the fairing opening
originally designed to handle the stock-size
5.25 inch speaker and direct replacements. 

“Combine these new
speakers with the
already incredible HD1BT
stereo, which features
Bluetooth, Sirius XM
capabilities and a USB
port, and we have one
awesome package of in-
your-face beauty. It
doesn’t only sound excellent, but it is
aesthetically built to look great installed in a
Harley.”
The UV resistant 6.5 inchers have a 2.5”
mounting depth, bridged/suspended dome
tweeter, polypropylene woofer, 73 HZ to 20
KHZ usable frequency response, stamped
steel basket, EVA mounting gasket and kick
out 60 watts peak power (30W RMS).
The Jensen stock replacement audio (HB1BT)
has a waterproof unit face (rated IPX6 –
Ingress/International Protection Rating) and
rear chassis rated IPX5; Bluetooth streaming

audio; rear auxiliary input; weatherband
with S.A.M.E alert; iPod/iPhone control and
charging through a rear USB input and is a
true plug ‘n play install - the factory harness
plugs directly into the back of the unit and it
works seamlessly with the factory handlebar
controls.

ASA ELECTRONICS
Elkhart, Indiana, USA
Tel: 574 264 3125
info@asaelectronics.com
www.asaelectronics.com
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Jensen adds 6.5 inch speakers to
its plug n’ play replacement audio
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Updated Hypercharger - tests
show big HP and Torque gains
One of the core products on which Kuryakyn was
founded back in the late 1980s, the Hot Rod inspired
Hypercharger was ahead of its time back then, and
as a product that, along with S&S, did much to define
and create the concept of the performance intake, it
still is a strong seller.
Kuryakyn says that they have sold in the hundreds of
thousands of units to date worldwide, but now “the
journey has come full circle with the official
introduction of the revolutionary Hypercharger ES.
“Representing the evolution of one of the industry’s
most iconic products, the Hypercharger ES

showcases modern updates in both style and
performance. The radical new design features state-
of-the-art electronic butterfly engagement,
delivering precise butterfly movement compared to
vacuum-operated fluttering. 
“An integrated servo motor that connects to the coil
actuates and opens the butterflies with every twist
of the throttle, creating an interactive experience
between rider, air cleaner and motorcycle that is
unlike anything else available.”
The company says air delivery is maximized through
an all new Kuryakyn designed high-flow K&N filter
element with a larger surface area that combines
with an internal stinger design on the filter’s end cap
to result in approximately 10 percent more airflow,
improved CFM rating and increased horsepower and
torque versus previous Hypercharger models. 
Kuryakyn says that third-party dyno tuning
performed on a stock Harley-Davidson 107 cubic
inch Milwaukee-Eight Touring model produced an
8.5 percent horsepower increase and 3 percent more
torque, with peak gains seen at 5,000 rpm. 
“The Hypercharger ES’ aggressively styled modular
housing is constructed from high quality A380

aluminum, offered in three finish options. The
modular design allows easy customization with
Kuryakyn’s classic faceplate kits (sold separately).
These interchangeable faceplates feature a fully
fluted design with laser-engraved Hypercharger ES
emblem to completely alter the style in minutes. 
Volume production for the Hypercharger ES is slated
for early September with fitment for all ’99-’17 Twin
Cam and ’17 Milwaukee-Eight models, with XL
Sportster applications to follow soon.

KURYAKYN
Somerset, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 715 247 5008
salessupport@kuryakyn.com
www.kuryakyn.com
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4 1/2” passing lamps and fairing LED kit option
Youngsville, North Carolina based
Custom Dynamics have these 4
½” passing lamps with LED
halos, featuring 10 watt CREE
XML LEDs and lightweight
polycarbonate lenses
surrounded by LED halo rings.
Said to be 5 x brighter than
stock with a 5800K light color
temperature, they are BCM
compliant and have plug ‘n play 081
connectors. Sold in pairs, passing lamp
harnesses that allow passing lamps to
remain on when the headlamp is switched

to high beam are available
separately.
Also seen here is an optional
LED light kit for the fairing
vent trim. The white,
forward facing kit features
plug ‘n play installation and
two 9-LED TruFLEX strips.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA

Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Californian manufacturer Bassani Xhaust has added
to its Road Rage III line-up with three new fitments
for 2017 Baggers.
All three systems feature stainless 409 construction
with hand TIG welding and 1-3/4”- 1-7/8” stepped
head pipes “for maximum performance,” says
Bassani’s Gary Naito.
“These really are a complete package for the M-8
Touring models. They include 18 mm and 12 mm O2
sensor ports with adapters and plugs, removable end
cap and baffle and partial stainless heat shields.
“We have three styles to choose from - a 4” short
megaphone muffler that mounts to the transmission,
and for mounting under the bags a 4” straight can
muffler system, plus a 4” megaphone muffler
system.”

These and other Bassani designs are
available through Drag Specialties

BASSANI XHAUST
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 630 1821
motorcycle@bassani.com
www.bassanipipes.com

Road Rage III options
for 2017 Baggers
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Stock replacement
rising rate springs
Internationally well known for their sportbike and
streetbike suspensions, Dutch specialist Hyperpro
has had Harley-Davidson (and more recently Indian
Motorcycle) model-specific suspension applications
in its line-up ever since the company began in
business in 1993.
Their range includes stock replacement and
performance upgrade rear shock absorbers and
rising rate/progressively wound shock absorber
springs, front suspension springs, full front end
suspension kits and one of the best known and most
widely used steering damper programs in the market.
Seen here, springs are where the company started,

and they still regard their front fork and rear shock
absorber spring sets as a core competency.
Hyperpro rising rate progressive front fork springs
“provide your bike a lot of comfort while riding, a
shorter braking distance and prevent the bike from
bottoming out,” says International Sales and
Marketing VP Jan Belder.
“Together with the specially formulated oil that
comes with the springs – an oil that is blended to
our own precise requirements – we create better
controlled damping, which results in a much more
comfortable feeling while riding on the straight and
while cornering. It is all about confidence and
consistent, reliable and predictable response.
Our rising rate progressive rear spring sets can be
mounted on the original shocks for a hugely
noticeable and immediate improvement. Due to the
rising rate design of the springs, they also give a
comfortable feeling in all conditions and riding
circumstances, from the wet to the dry, solo, two-up,
with or without luggage, the spring rate will
automatically adjust for every need of the
suspension. Together with a set of progressive front
fork springs, it gives the bike its needed balance and
much more stability.
Hyperpro front fork and rear shock absorber springs
are available for Sportster, Dyna, Touring, VRSC, XR
and Street models. The company has 25 employees,

a 10,000 sq ft (1,000 sq m) facility at Werkendam in
southern Holland, and is exporting to more than 40
countries around the world.

HYPERPRO
Werkendam, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)183 678867
info@hyperpro.com
www.hyperpro.com

Mooresville, North Carolina based JRi
Shocks has introduced fork cartridges to
round out a Harley-Davidson suspension
product line that includes standard and
single adjustable rear shocks – these
new fork cartridges are tuned to
work in unison with JRi rear
shocks.
“Customer demand drove us to
add this to our product line. I
put as much time, detail and
attention into this product
as I do with any high-
performance racing
product. I was so
impressed with the

fork cartridges and with the first
time testing, showing that this

addition could make you forget you’re
riding a 700 plus pound motorcycle,”

says Jeff Ryan, JRi Shocks’ founder and
Technical Director.
The JRi fork cartridges replace all of the
Harley-Davidson fork internals for the Glide
family, model years 2014 to 2017, and are
constructed from all aluminum aircraft
grade parts. The piston design allows for
“dynamic low speed and high-speed
control, improving front brake diving,
stability, cornering and bottoming control,”
according to Ryan.
Founded by Ryan in 2007, JRi Shocks offer

shock systems for all
vehicle platforms, including,
but not limited to, drag racing, motorcycle,
off-road, road racing, short track racing,
stock car racing, street performance, OEM
needs, and other transportation platforms
such as planes, boats and trains, bio-
mechanical/cyborg devices and numerous
applications within the defense/military
sector.

JRI SHOCKS
Mooresville, North Carolina, USA
Tel: 704 660 8346
info@jrishocks.com
www.jrishocks.com
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“Clean Look” billet LED turn signal bars
Californian manufacturer Pro-One’s popular line of
billet turn signal bars has been expanded to include
a new generation of “Clean Look” LED turn
signal bars.  
Featuring a sleek new “cut-out” design,
they mount between the fork tubes under
the lower triple tree.  Each single function
LED board includes four super-bright amber
LEDs with amber lenses and an extra set of
smoke color lenses for a custom look. 
The LED board can be made multi-
functional with optional high-low module

or dual-intensity module.  Available in Harley Wide
Glide (8-1/8”) and Narrow Glide (5-1/4”) versions.

Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum, they are
available triple chrome plated or with Pro-One’s

super durable black anodized finish.  

PRO-ONE PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
Azusa, California, USA
Tel: 909 445 0900
sales@pro-one.com
www.pro-one.com

JRi Shocks launches Harley fork cartridges 
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Kellermann Bullet ‘Atto’ Dark –
“The stealth indicator”!
First seen in AMD’s April edition earlier this
year, German bullet lights specialist
Kellermann has another version of its ultra-
compact Bullet ‘Atto’ indicator available -
the Bullet ‘Atto’ Dark, a special and almost
invisible version of this already strong
selling small indicator. 
The dark glass and the compact size let this
new indicator almost disappear on the bike.
It is said to offer “even more options to
individually style and consequently
‘minimize’ the motorcycle. The dark version
of the Bullet Atto really goes undercover on
the motorcycle,” says company CEO Dr
Stefan Wöste. “‘That is our new indicator

with a built-in ‘stealth’ function.”
It may be discreet in size terms, but it is still
a powerful and highly visible indicator. The
optimized light channelling is managed
through a smart system of lenses and
reflectors. Apart from the established
Kellermann high power LED technology
used, their new EXtranz - Extreme Optical
Transparency technology – produces a
powerful warning light that “gets the job
done.” 
The complete electronics of the Bullet ‘Atto’
Dark are in the casing, and this indicator
can be plugged into the 12 volt net directly
– it has European approvals for use as a
front or rear indicator.
The new Kellermann Bullet Atto Dark is due
to premiere on new projects by Diamond

Atelier (www.diamond-atelier.com), a
premium customizer from Munich, Germany.
Owner Tom Konecny says he is impressed by
the new indicator: “A classy piece that is in
line with our philosophy. Really small, and
with the tinted glass almost invisible on 
the bike”! 

KELLERMANN GmbH
Aachen, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)241 938 080
From the US Tel: 01149 241 938 080
info@kellermann-online.com
www.kellermann-online.com
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‘Loose Cannon’ 4” slip-ons
Firebrand has added to its range of 3”
‘Loose Cannon’ slip-ons with these 4 inchers
in black or chrome for a range of touring
models, cruisers such as the Dyna
Switchback and Lowrider and
Harley Street 500/750
models.

Features include a flash suppressor end cap
design, race-inspired high performance 2”
or 2.5” (subject to model) free flowing
stainless perforated core baffle with dual
density muffler packing and easy to install
optional ‘Quiet Insert’.
On tourers they fit with extended
saddlebags and skirts, and the company
says they are “engineered to maximize
power in both stock and high-performance
motors.”

FIREBRAND DESIGN, LLC
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 632 1300
customerservice@firebrandmotorcycle.com
www.firebrandmotorcycle.com

Biker’s Choice adds
Memphis Shades

Biker’s Choice has announced that it is now offering
products from the Memphis Shades line of fairings,
windshields and accessories. 
Available lines include their Trigger-Lock
interchangeable, tool-less removable fairings and
windshields, spoiler windshields for FLH and FLTR
fairings, replacement windshield plastic and
accessories.
Charlie Hadayia Jr., VP Merchandising and
Purchasing at Tucker Rocky/Biker’s Choice, told AMD:
“Memphis Shades has been producing for over 34
years, and we are excited to have them in our product
portfolio. This is part of our never ending efforts to

build the most comprehensive portfolio of products
that our customers, and in turn their customers,
want. We have a lot of exciting news ahead for the
2018 season, so stay tuned, there’s more to come!”
Rossville, Tennessee based Memphis Shades is well
known for their aftermarket motorcycle windshields
and fairings. Their products are made using patented
and proprietary processes, and feature five gradient
colors, aluminum and stainless steel hardware and
no-tool removal convenience.
Founder and CEO Allen Mueller told us: “This is an
additional appointment of a new distribution
channel for us, and we look forward to working with
the Biker’s Choice and Tucker Rocky sales teams to
help them introduce their dealers to the quality
products that we have for their customers.”
Made in Lucite Acrylic (“for superior optics and
construction”), Memphis Shades windshields and
fairings are DOT (Department of Transport) approved
and conform to American Nation Standards Institute
(ANSI) Z26.1 - 1996, Group 6, safety glazing material
for use in windscreens for motorcycles.
Memphis Shades warrants, at no extra charge, all

product components, metal and plastic against
defects in materials and workmanship for 24
months. Lost or damaged parts are replaced at no
charge.
The company makes model-specific fitments in a
range of well known designs for Harley, Indian and
Victory applications as well as a range of universals
and windshields for metric models.
Windshield designs include their Memphis Fats and
Slim, Batwing and Drop-Top windshields, and
Markey Road Warrior and Sportshields; fairings for
Harley models include Road Warrior, Bat Wing, Café,
Gauntlet and Bullet.
Allen Mueller, flat track racer turned designer and
manufacturer, founded the business in 1974 in the
family barn. Since then it isn’t only the product line
that has evolved - Memphis Shades now operates
out of “a state-of-the-art 84,000 square foot
manufacturing facility that is not far from the barn
where it all began,” says Allen.

www.memphisshades.com
www.bikerschoice.com
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New from Phoenix, Arizona based Accutronix
are a range of these extended front
floorboards for ‘84-up FLH and FLT Baggers
and ‘86-up FLST, replacing the stock OEM
front floorboards “for a more custom look.”

They are available either with a multi-
directional, slip resistant machined
pyramid-top knurled design or pyramid-top
rubber insert lower area.
Seen here is a selection of four of the wide
range of styles available, each available in
“Drilled” or “Knurled Drilled”: Original for a
direct same dimension stock replacement,
Vintage; a Teardrop design and Instigator.
Depending on the design, they are either
stock length or extended 2-1/8” or 2-1/2" in
front, and 3/4" and wider and 1" or 2-1/2”
longer in the rear, and mount like stock,
with the stock hardware. 
They are also available for the ‘14-up Indian
Chief, either in stock or a similar selection
of length and width, depending on the
design chosen.
Machined from 6061 T-6 billet aluminum,
they are available in a brilliant chrome
plated finish. The top portion of the board
has a raised hole feature inspired by racing
pedals. 

ACCUTRONIX MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTS
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Tel: 623 516 9600
sales@accutronix.com
www.accutronix.com

www.AMDchampionship.com

Stock-mount custom floorboard
options for Harley and Indian

Instigator

Original

Teardrop

Vintage
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Heritage line beaded
heavy-duty windshields
More information on the new Heritage line of
beaded windshields that we first reported on a
couple of months ago from Maywood, Illinois based
National Cycle.
It has been a long awaited return for an iconic design
of yesteryear, and National Cycle now has traditional
red and blue beaded heavy-duty windshields and
separate components back in stock and available to
ship immediately.
The National Cycle 5-bolt pattern beaded heavy-duty
complete windshield is an authentic three-piece
beaded construction manufactured with modern,
premium quality materials. The complete windshield
is available in polycarbonate with a clear top and
your choice of clear, red, blue or black bottom
section, and early FL-style notched or standard round
middle window.
The outer frame hardware is bright chrome-plated
steel and internal hardware has a non-glare zinc
finish. Windshield mount kits are available for an
extremely wide range of makes and models, from

legacy applications over half a century old to today’s
newest domestic and import cruisers.
Upper windshields, lower windshields and
adjustable middle windows in all four colors are sold
separately as replacement components for National
Cycle 5-bolt pattern beaded heavy duty windshields
and for OEM Harley-Davidson 7-bolt pattern beaded
windshields.
All National Cycle polycarbonate windscreens are
protected by a 3-year warranty against breakage.

NATIONAL CYCLE INC.
Maywood, Illinois, USA
Tel: +1 708 343 0400
sales@nationalcycle.com
www.nationalcycle.com

Hybrid
anchor
system

Huntsville, Alabama based Pit Bull's USA made hybrid anchor system secures motorcycles, including the
heaviest Harleys and custom bikes, ATVs, toolboxes and other cargo with quick-release tie-down rings
that have a maximum load rating of 6,000 lbs. “That’s the highest rating you’ll find in a quick release
tie-down anchor,” says George F. Hoffman, Pit Bull’s General Manager. “The hybrid anchor’s unique
combination of strength, convenient repositioning and simple removal can be used in multiple locations
in trailers, vans and pick-up trucks. They are hand-TIG welded for maximum strength and leave an
uncluttered floor space when not in use. Additional floor plates available.
Pit Bull, USA, www.pit-bull.com
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Khrome Werks has announced that its 2017 4.5” HP-
Plus slip-on mufflers and patent pending 2017
2-into-1 torque booster conversion kit are now
certified 50-state emissions compliant and are
therefore “qualified manufacturer declared
emissions replacement parts” when used on 2017
Harley-Davidson Touring models.  
The company’s 2017 Touring 4.5” HP-Plus slip-ons
are made from 16 gauge carbon steel and
“engineered for performance, style and sound and
dyno tested to show a +8% increase in torque and

a +13% increase in power, compared to
stock when used with a high flow air
filter,” according to the company. 
“They produce the Khrome
Werks signature, authoritative
tone without annoying high
frequency noises” and are
available in a choice of
slash-cut or billet tipped
in either triplex highly
polished nickel chrome or
matt black comparable to
OE finish.”
A new absorptive carbon steel
baffle covered with stainless steel matte and
high temp fiberglass has been developed specifically
for the 2017 M-8, and a bolt-in optional insert is
available. Khrome Werks says it is “compliant with
SAE J2825 sound test, with no appreciable loss of
performance.” The tips are 6062 T6 billet aluminum
with a high temperature powdercoat finish.
The 4.5” patent pending 2-into-1 torque booster
conversion kit means dealers can give their
customers the performance of a 2-into-1 system
without the cost or installation of a full system. The
kit converts the existing 2017 stock header “into a
torque and power producing 2-into-1 system.”

The kit includes the 4.5” HP-Plus slip-
on muffler and a uniquely designed 2-into-1

converter cap – “combined, your bike will see the
instant power that a 2-into-1 exhaust system
provides with performance increases of up to 12%.

KHROME WERKS
Pine Island, Minnesota, USA
Tel: 507 884 0483
mailbox@khromewerks.com
www.khromewerks.com
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Avon adds new Cobra touring sizes
Leading custom tire manufacturer Avon has added
to its ever popular Cobra range of touring tires with
two new fronts (130/60B19 and 130/60B21) and
two new rears (160/70B17 and 180/55B18).
A firm favorite with custom shops, custom bike
builders and performance custom engineers, Avon’s
Cobras were introduced in 2007 as a replacement
line for the venerable Venoms. Described as
delivering “style and performance for cruisers,
customs and tourers,” they are backed by Avon’s
Road Hazard Warranty program and 15,000 mile
warranty.
The construction is said to incorporate sports tire
technology for nimble handling with a “special
construction to deal with heavy loads.” They are said
to have “incredible stability and longevity, making
them perfect for touring with their snakeskin effect
sidewalls and Cobra head on the shoulders adding
a great custom styling touch to any V-twin.”
Noted as “ultra-quiet” tires, Avon offers extra wide
sizes for custom applications in a wide range of sizes
for Harley-Davidson’s V-Rod and V-Twin Baggers,
Triumph’s Rocket III, Honda’s Goldwing and Valkyrie,
as well as the sizes for custom bike applications.
Avon is currently also introducing a new size for
Adventure sport models (150/70R18) and the Spirit
ST - a new sport touring range.

AVON MOTORCYCLE TYRES 
NORTH AMERICA
Stow, Ohio, USA
Tel: 800 624 7470
info@avonmoto.com
www.avonmoto.com

Avon has two new front and rear
Cobra touring sizes

TrailRider

Performance Machine has just
released a matching line of brake
and shift levers to accompany its
Apex accessory design family. 
Designed to
complement their
floorboards, PM say
their Apex levers
“feature classic,
lightweight
styling without
forgoing
comfort.”
Machined from
billet aluminum,
the new brake,
toe shift and
toe/heel shift levers are available in chrome
and Contrast Cut finishes for 1997 and up
FLH/T and 1987 and up FLST applications.
Additional Apex line designs from PM
include pegs, grips, headlight bezels,
replacement fuel caps and LED powered
headlights and tank dash inserts, fuel gauge
caps and fuel doors. 

PERFORMANCE MACHINE
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 714 523 3000
sales@performancemachine.com
www.performancemachine.com

PM ‘Apex’ brake
and shift levers
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50-state compliant 2017 4.5”
slip-ons and torque booster 



Metalsport 18” rotor
and caliper sets
Southgate, California based Metalsport Wheels is
now offering new 18” rotor and caliper sets for their
new 34 inch 3D wheels.
With the “Big Wheel craze” still going strong,
Metalsport President Ron Loynds and his crew have
kept themselves at the cutting edge of the trend and
innovated product lines that have allowed dealers to
offer their customers convincing design solutions.
They were first to create the really big wheels and to
develop Vee Rubber’s monster tires to fit them, and
offered one-piece stainless steel rotors in 11.5”,
11.8” and 13” sizes to match their big wheel
designs. 

These new 18 inch floating rotor and caliper sets
“offer unique and beneficial characteristics,” says
Ron. “The larger diameter provides more leverage to
slow the wheel, and the greater surface area offers
more efficient cooling that will provide longer life.”  
Mark Ashton, Metalsport’s General Manager, began
development of these 18” rotor sets through a joint
manufacturing effort between Metalsport and
Brembo Brakes.  The result incorporates heat-treated
420 stainless steel outer rings and 6061-T6 aircraft
grade aluminum carriers, cut to match Metalsport
wheel designs. 
The rotors are ‘floating’ on the carriers and are
connected by specially designed stainless steel
buttons for long lasting performance.  Sets include a
6061-T6 caliper bracket and stainless steel
hardware. 
Ron went on to say that “quality is over the top. Our
engineering team has gone all out on these brakes.”
Metalsport claims their new rotor set will outperform
any 18” rotor/caliper kit on the market.  
“We displayed our 34” wheel and 18” rotor and

caliper set at Daytona Bike Week, and the response
was overwhelming. The question everyone was
asking was when we’d have them available! Well,
the answer is now!” 
The new 34” monster wheel and 18” rotors are now
available in the following Metalsport styles: Don
Juan, Torque, Whip, 15-Spoke and Corleone, but can
be ‘special-ordered’ in any Metalsport 2D or 3D style
including their Chip Foose designs.  Standard finishes
are chrome, polished, black or black and machined.
Metalsport say they “also provides 2D and 3D wheel
blanks of the finest grade forged aluminum and rotor
blanks as well, so dealers and builders can cut their
own wheels if they choose.”   

METALSPORT WHEELS
South Gate, California, USA
Tel: 562 776 9594
info@metalsportwheels.com
www.metalsportwheels.com
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n last month’s piece, it was the
remarks concerning lithium ion
battery technology being destined to
eventually become standard battery
technology for most motorcycle

manufacturers on most models that
appears to have got people’s attention.
Without even speaking about its importance of the
future evolution of electric bikes as part of the mix,
the impact that OE replacement of conventional lead
acid and AGM battery technology with lithium ion
technology will have on motorcycle starting, on-
board power opportunities and battery maintenance
issues will require the motorcycle service sector to
embrace a reboot of its habits and knowledge base.
It will represent a change that will probably be at
least, if not more, as significant than that caused in
the V-twin sector by the advent of fuel injection and
stricter emissions and noise regulations.
As Martin said to me following publication of the last
edition: “Now, with the OEMs entering, batteries will
have to meet specific standards. The problem is,
those standards are being taken from generic lithium
battery standards, as there is no specific standard as
yet for 12.8V lithium starter batteries”.
One of the issues that Martin and others operating
in battery and battery-related markets bemoan is the
low knowledge base and widespread
misunderstandings and conflicting opinions there
are about lithium technology.
He told me about a paper he was asked to present
to a class at a technical training college recently: “The

biggest problem is that very few people are aware of
just how important it is to embrace a full and proper
understanding of just how different the technology
is – as things stand, a lot of batteries, and even bikes,
are going to get damaged or destroyed before the
market wakes up.”

The Technology
“The technology in use as starter batteries is Lithium
Iron Phosphate, also known as Lithium Ferrous
Phosphate, chemical formula LiFePO4, abbreviated
as 'LFP'. It is made up of 4 x 3.2V cells (nominal
voltage, like a 12V is made up of 6 x 2V cells).
Nominal essentially means the base voltage after a
full discharge, or approximately 10% charge level. It
can be safely charged to 4 x 3.6V (14.4V), with the
absolute maximum at 14.6V. 
“It is a type of lithium ion battery (Li-Ion), but only
one of many Li-Ion technologies - both rechargeable
and non-rechargeable (primary). A good rule of
thumb is that LFP/LiFePO4 4-cell batteries are used
as starter batteries in power sport applications, and
in nothing else.
“A lithium battery will last longest if always operated
within the range of 30 to 95% of charge - for a LFP
battery that is between 13V and 14.4V. 

The three best ways to kill a
lithium battery
Martin told me that in order to galvanize the
attention of the class he titled his presentation ‘How
to kill a lithium battery and burn out your bike’. “That
got their attention,” Martin said.

Charge it too much…
“The simplest and most reliable way to kill a lithium
battery is simply to charge it too much. Charge it

above 14.6V, and what occurs is rapid cell damage,
causing a short circuit in the weakest cell, which then
rapidly increases voltage across the others and it
becomes a domino effect. 
“All power entering the battery is converted as heat
until the run-away temperature of 270°C is reached
within the battery, at which point the battery goes
into a self-consume state, in other words, it burns
itself out and possibly takes everything with it – not
least the bike.”
To make that battery live longer, if you're fitting it as
an aftermarket replacement into a motorcycle, check
the charge voltage of the motorcycle with the
original lead acid in place - if it remains at
14.4/14.5V or lower (at 2000rpm or higher), then
the bike qualifies for a lithium battery, otherwise you
are better off simply buying a better quality lead acid,
or better still, just look after it better. 

Discharge it really low 
Lithium battery destruction technique # 2 … let it
discharge to the point where it is at least below 10V
(but the lower the better) and then jump start it (or
bump start the bike).
“What happens next,” says Martin, “is that as the

Martin Human, CEO and Chief Technology Officer
for TecMate says: “Lithium Iron Phosphate is the
safest and only lithium battery technology used
in modern SLI (starter-lighting-ignition) batteries,
but there is a widespread confusion about how
they charge - confusion that will result in burned
out batteries and motorcycles!”

The piece we carried last month by Martin Human, CEO and Chief
Technical Officer for TecMate - the manufacturer of the OptiMate
brand of battery chargers and diagnostic/maintenance tools –
“Lithium Battery Technology Headed for Center Stage” – got quite
a reaction. What follows are the salient points from a follow-up
interview I did with Martin about some of the reactions the piece
got and the advice that he and his team will be offering from their
AIMExpo booth …

Words by Robin Bradley
robin@dealer-world.com
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battery is in an unstable low impedance state, and
with the cells are unequal in impedance/resistance,
it demands a very high current from the vehicle's
charging system and, sometimes, that charging
system cannot cope.
“The voltage regulator may become damaged, and
it becomes an overcharge situation very rapidly. The
high current also damages the weakest cells, which
then becomes a liability when exceeding 14.6V. 
“If you want it to live, use a charger that
automatically starts with low current and grows it
whilst automatically monitoring the performance of
the cells against the known LFP charging curve.”

Use the wrong charger
Lithium battery killer method #3? When the battery
is discharged really low, “charge it with a powerful
lead acid battery charger instead of a lithium specific
device. 
“Lead acid battery chargers are designed to deliver
high current at low voltage and then taper off,
whereas a lithium battery at low voltage needs a
controlled low current charge so that cells can
receive and retain charge and therefore stabilize
their internal impedance (resistance) BEFORE it can
receive high current charge. 
“So, in other words, charging of a low voltage lithium

is 'inversed' compared to a low voltage (but healthy)
lead acid battery - current starts low and then slowly
increases until the voltage reaches 12.8V and then
it can be charged at full current. 
“I've seen pictures of burnt out bikes - most recently
a new Husqvarna that was taken home, and despite
the dealer asking (but not insisting) if the user has a
lithium battery charger, the owner went and
connected a 'supermarket' type lead acid charger,
and by the time he smelt the smoke from his garage,
it was too late. His new bike was burnt - damaged
beyond repair.”

Lack of maintenance
Killer method # 4: don't maintain it. “LFP batteries
are typically 1/3 to 1/4 the Amp-hour of the
equivalent lead acid battery and it will drain 3-4
times faster in a bike with a parasitic draw (most
bikes now have parasitic draw due to always on
circuitry). The result? Terminal low discharge
syndrome – see killer technique #2!
To make it live longer, make sure that your lithium
specific battery charger has a genuinely lithium
specific maintenance program. “What a lot of people
don’t yet realize, is that lithium does not need
maintenance charging if it remains at full charge, so
a genuine lithium charger senses only what is drawn
and makes sure it supports that battery, keeps it at
100% whilst providing power to always on circuitry. 
“The other negative of LFP's high CA (cranking
amps) to Amp-hour ratio is that OEMs cannot resist
the temptation to embrace the opportunity to make
their batteries smaller so they fit, which
unfortunately means they sacrifice Ah capacity. That
means that an OEM fitted battery absolutely always
needs to be fully charged to deliver the rated CA. So,
the fact is, lithium batteries place a premium on
having a (suitable) maintenance charger – they need
one more than the lead acid batteries they replaced.”

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
www.tecmate.com
www.optimate1.com
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INTERNATIONAL
HEAD OFFICE
THE NETHERLANDS

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Tel: 0031(0)297 288621

Email: sales@zodiac.nl

AUSTRALIA

CASSONS PTY. LTD.

TEL: +61 28882 1900

Email: enquiries@cassons.com.au  

AUSTRIA

ZODIAC ÖSTERREICH

TEL: +43 67 64 86 40 65

Email: zodiac-oesterreich@zodiac.nl

FRANCE
ZODIAC FRANCE

Tel: 01 45 93 10 75

Email: zodiac-france@zodiac.nl

FC PARTS

Tel: 03 27 85 57 15

Email: fcparts@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY

ZODIAC DEUTSCHLAND

Tel: 02137 78740

Email: zodiac-deutschland@zodiac.nl

GREAT BRITAIN

ZODIAC U.K.

Tel: 01453 882 917

Email: zodiac-uk@zodiac.nl

HUNGARY

ZODIAC MOTORCYCLE

PRODUCTS HUNGARY

Tel: 06 30 217 1832

Email: zodiac-hungary@zodiac.nl

ITALY
ZODIAC ITALIA

Tel: 3426 561527

Email: zodiac-italia@zodiac.nl

SCANDINAVIA
ZODIAC SCANDINAVIA

Tel: +46 (0)70-518 14 62

Email: scandinavia@zodiac.nl

SPAIN
ZODIAC ESPANA

Tel: 663 86 81 44 

Email: spain@zodiac.nl 

SWITZERLAND

AMERICAN BIKE SHOP

Tel: 071 761 2678

Email: abs-zodiac@rheintal.ch

www.zodiac.nl 
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Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-3039777

MCS Spanish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl

www.tecmate.com

Multi-lingual catalogs : 
tecmate.com/cat

Global distributors : 
tecmate.com/distributors

Email (sales / service / technical): 
tecmate.com/contact

SALES
OFFICES 
EUROPE, UK & Rest of the World 
(for regions not listed below)
TecMate (International) 
S.A., Belgium
Tel: +32-16-805440

North, Central and 
South America
TecMate North America, 
Canada
CAN  : +1-905-3372095
USA  : +1-541-6399800

Africa, Australia, New Zealand, 
Southern Asia
TecMate South Africa, 
South Africa
Tel: +27-21-5316045

http://www.tecmate.com/cat
http://www.tecmate.com/distributors
http://www.tecmate.com/contact
http://www.jamesgaskets.com


Australia

Rollie’s Speed Shop
Tel: 07 3252 2129

Serco Pty Ltd 
Tel: 07 382 3283 3

Canada
Power Twins 

Tel: 403 250 6611

Parts Canada 
Tel: 877-277-7560

Germany
Custom Chrome Europe

Tel: 0049 (0)671 88888 0

Parts Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6501 9695-2000

W & W Cycles
Tel: 0049 (0)931 2506115

Netherlands
Motorcycle Storehouse BV
Tel: 0031 (0)50 303 9771

Zodiac International
Tel: 0031 (0)297 28 86 21

New Zealand
Performance Cycle 

Wholesale
Tel: 0064 (0)9 308 1625

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Tec Dist. 
Tel: (800) 356 0043

www.barnettclutches.com

DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK
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Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6721 4007 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711

MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501

Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806

DISTRIBUTOR               NETWORK
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Polaris Industries has reported
second quarter 2017 sales of
$1,364.9 million, up +21
percent from $1,130.8 million
for the second quarter of 2016. 
Adjusted sales, which excludes
the impact from Victory
Motorcycles net sales for the
second quarter of 2017, were
$1,358.8 million compared to
$1,130.8 million in the prior
year period. 
Motorcycle segment sales, including
its PG&A related sales in the second
quarter of 2017, was $198.0 million,
a decrease of -13 percent compared to
$228.4 million reported in the second
quarter of 2016, which included $6.2
million of Victory motorcycle unit,
accessory and apparel sales versus
$54.0 million of Victory sales reported
in the second quarter of 2016 - driven
by new product introductions and
increased awareness of the brand. 
This increase was more than offset by
significantly lower Slingshot sales.
Motorcycle gross profit for the second
quarter of 2017 was $21.1 million
compared to $38.9 million in the
second quarter of 2016. Adjusted for

the Victory wind-down costs of $8.9
million, motorcycle gross profit was
$30.0 million, down from the second
quarter last year due primarily to lower

Slingshot volume. 
North American consumer retail
demand for the Polaris motorcycle

Polaris says “Indian motorcycle
unit sales increased significantly”
in the second quarter 

2017 2016 Change

ORV/Snowmobiles 845,508 799,332 +6%
Motorcycles 197,997 228,392 -13%
Global Adjacent Markets 97,022 90,959 +7%
Aftermarket 224,393
Total sales 1,364,920 1,130,777 +21

Gross profit by segment
ORV/Snowmobiles 266,150 228,494 +16%
% of sales 31.5 28.6 +289 bps
Motorcycles 21,116 38,915 -46%
% of sales 10.7 17 -637 bps
Global Adjacent Markets 21,216 23,952 -11%
% of sales 21.9 26.3 -447 bps
Aftermarket 59,918
% of sales 26.7
Corporate -18,014 -9,840
Total gross profit 350,386 284,503 +23%

SECOND QUARTER PERFORMANCE SUMMARY (in thousands US $)

THREE MONTHS ENDED JUNE 30

The latest reports concerning stage
one bids received by Volkswagen
by the appointed July date for
Ducati did not, after all, include
Harley. Yay, hurrah for our side! It is
thought that by the time the
reports emerged connecting Harley
with seeking bid advice from
Goldman Sachs, the executive suite
at Juneau Avenue had already
cooled on the idea, as the full
gravitas of their way worse than
expected second quarter results
dawned on them.

On the other hand, several
bids were received by VAG
advisor Evercore – motorcycle
related and investor-led bids.
As a second stage of bidding
is set to get underway, the
Italian Benetton family and
India’s giant (and KTM
partner) Bajaj Auto are
thought to be in the holeshot.

However, their 47.96% ownership
stake in KTM, recently announced
plans to work with KTM brand
Husqvarna to take the venerable
off-roaders global and their Ducati
ambitions haven’t stopped Bajaj
Auto CEO Rajiv Bajaj from
continuing to get creative where
finding ways to spending the
conglomerate’s $13 bn cash
reserve are concerned. On August
8, they announced a non-equity tie-
up with British manufacturer
Triumph to offer a range of mid-
capacity motorcycles in emerging
markets.

AMD is pleased to note that
former World Championship
competitor Athena “Chickie”
Ransom has re-opened her
Vagabond Choppers
emporium at Pompano Beach,
Florida, after a torrid few
years.

NEWS
BRIEFS

Continues on page 16 >>>
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